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ABSTRACT


This thesis reports on experimental research on structural defects and magnetic 

species on the nanoscale. The latter project involved considerable development work 

on the production of a spinpolarised monoenergetic positron beam. The construction 

of the system is described through various trial steps with emphasis on the methods of 

maximum practical polarization of the positron beam and of electrons in the sample 

with the smallest possible loss of beam intensity. A new sodium22 source capsule 

was purchased, having beryllium foil backing to minimise the depolarisation effects 

of backscattering, and the sourcemoderator spacing was increased. Different types of 

sample were tested, varying in atomic structure, purity, magnetic susceptibility, 

electronic structure, and electric conductivity  including iron of different purity and 

structure, mu metal and solid oxygen. After these tests measurements were taken on 

single crystal iron, and the results suggest that the positron response to magnetic 

structures is very small, and that prospects for depth profiling of dilute magnetic 

systems are not favourable at this time. 

A large number of other investigations have been performed on nonmagnetic 

defect structures in various materials. Variable Energy Positron Annihilation 

Spectroscopy – here involving beambased Doppler broadening – was applied to 

novel materials of relevance to photonic or electronic structures on the nanoscale. 

These included thin films of technological interest such as AlGaN and Ar plasma

treated TiO2: silicon and silicononinsulator samples implanted with He and Si ions 

to engineer vacancies: Sirich SiO2 and SiN to form nanocrystals for photonic 

applications in which new findings on the evolution of the nanocrystals, and the role 

of the nanocrystaloxide interface in optical emission, could be very useful in the 

technological development of such systems: and a study of the structural phase and 

nanopore properties of water ice films grown from vapour on a cold copper surface. 

The variety of these experimental studies serves to underline the wide 

applicability of positron beam spectroscopy in research on defect and nanostructure 

structures.  A list of papers published to date resulting from this work is given at the 

end of the thesis; a number of others are planned. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Indications of an unknown particle were first found experimentally in cosmic 

rays chamber photographs [1]. The particle was identified as the positron, and was the 

first antiparticle to be observed. Positron – electron annihilations were first studied in 

1940 and it was realised that conservation laws allowed exploitation of this 

phenomenon for studying properties of solids. Early experimentation was focused on 

studying the electronic structure of metals and alloys [2]. After 1945 numerous 

experimental techniques were developed, based on the angular correlation of 

annihilation γ quanta, Doppler broadening of the annihilation line, and positron 

lifetime spectroscopy. By 1970 it was realised that lattice imperfections were 

affecting annihilation parameters and that positrons may be trapped in crystal defects. 

Quantum mechanically, the positron wave function is localised at the defect site 

which acts like a quantum well [3]. The reason for this is the creation of attractive 

potential at vacancies (open volume point defects) which due to the lack of a 

positively charged nucleus that would normally repel the positron. A positron may 

diffuse through the lattice of a metal for about 100nm (or 250mm in Si) allowing a 
7

huge sensitivity to defects (one per 10 atoms). Vacancies affect the annihilation 

parameters characteristically. The lower electron density results in a longer 

annihilation lifetime and (generally) the lower mean electron momenta leads to a 

smaller Doppler shift of the annihilation gamma ray energy or a smaller angle 

between the almost collinear γquanta. Electron density and momentum distributions 

are thus both detectable in positron experiments [4]. 

The slow positron beam technique is a unique tool used for studying vacancy 

defects in semiconductors, metals and alloys, as well as free volume in insulators. It 

uses monoenergetic positrons, usually at energies up to the order of a few tens of 

keV. This controlled positron energy allows, with resolution of the same size as mean 

depth, the estimation of the depth in a specific material at which positrons are most 

likely to annihilate, leading to a semiquantitative capability for depth profiling of 

vacancytype defects, as well as their characterisation. More details are given below. 
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1.1 Positrons 

A positron is the antimatter or antiparticle counterpart of an electron and it was 

predicted by Dirac in 1930 (“On the quantum theory of an electron”, most commonly 

cited as “On the annihilation of electrons and protons”) [5]. It has a spin of ½, an 

electric charge of +e, and exactly the same mass as an electron. Positrons are not 

easily found in an everyday environment, existing only in cosmic rays. They are 

usually generated by pair production from a sufficiently energetic photon, or in 

radioactive decays (positive beta decays). In our case the latter method is used. 

When a positron closely approaches an electron, they attract each other due to 

their opposite charges and collide, both of them being destroyed. This annihilation 

releases energy in the form of gamma ray photons, and a number of conservation laws 

must be satisfied: 

i) Conservation of charge 

ii) Conservation of total energy and linear momentum 

iii) Conservation of angular momentum. 

iv) Conservation of parity 

In the case of annihilation of low energy positrons in matter, it is most likely 

that two gamma ray photons will be created. The ii) and iii) conservation laws stated 

above forbid the creation of a single photon. The two photons have total energy equal 

to the rest energy of the positron or electron, 1022keV (the particles’ kinetic energy 

and the electron’s binding energy are usually neglected). For convenience, in a frame 

of reference in which the system has no linear momentum before annihilation, the 

gamma rays are emitted in exactly opposite directions. It is also possible for three or 

more gamma rays to be created but the probability of this becomes lower with each 

additional photon. 

The bound electron positron pair is known as positronium and was predicted 

by Mohorovicic in 1934 [6] and discovered by Deutsch in 1951 [7]. It is considered 

an “exotic atom”; it has a mean natural (vacuum) lifetime of 125ps and 142ns in its 

para (singlet) and ortho (triplet) states and it has energy levels essentially half those of 

a hydrogen atom because the reduced mass of the electron is ~ me in hydrogen and 

~me/2 in positronium. Positronium formation and decay are used as a probe of pore 

structures in insulators  as will described in Chapter 3 (page 68). 

When energetic positrons are implanted into a condensed medium, they 

rapidly lose their energy. At highest positron energies, the main mechanism of energy 
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losses is ionisation, i.e., the positron ejects core electrons in collisions with the host 

atoms. At lower energies electronhole excitations take over. When the positron 

energy has degraded to a fraction of eV, scattering off phonons dominates. 

Eventually, positrons reach thermal equilibrium with the medium, maintained due to 

phonon emission and absorption. During thermalisation, the initial kinetic energy of 

positrons drops below 0.1 eV, i.e., by several orders of magnitude. Despite such a 

colossal change in energy, positron thermalisation times are typically as short as a few 

picoseconds [8] i.e., much shorter compared to the above estimated positron lifetimes. 

Diffusing thermalized positrons then undergo various interactions which influence the 

state from which they are eventually annihilated by an environmental electron. 

1.2 Positron Spectroscopy Techniques 

Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy 

The principle of standard laboratorybased Positron Annihilation Lifetime 

Spectroscopy (PALS) measurements relies on positron emission radioactive decay as 

a source of positrons. In the case of Na22 these decays will also emit a γray of 1274 

keV, so that a positron is implanted into the sample almost simultaneously with this γ

ray. Lifetimes of individual positrons, t, can be measured as time differences between 

emission of the 1274 keV γray and the annihilation γray (having ~511 keV in the 

case of a 2 γ annihilation). Thus the spectrum of positron lifetimes is obtained as the 

histogram of the number of decays as a function of t, N(t). A positron inside a 

medium has an associated mean lifetime. This lifetime is strongly dependent on where 

the positrons end up, whether it is a region heavily populated by electrons or a region 

where electrons are scarce. This can be used to gain insight on the structural nature of 

the material. In case of lattice structures there are lower electron densities in open

volume point defects, and in case of amorphous structures in the free volume, e.g. 

between the chains of a polymer. 

Angular Correlation 

This technique is based on measuring the small variations in direction between 

the gamma rays emitted by a two gamma annihilation process. In theory, photons 

from an electron and positron at rest should be 180º, but due to the momentum 

electrons have at the time of annihilation, there are small variations in this. The two 
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annihilation photons are emitted simultaneously. Thus a function of the transverse 

electron momentum component can be measured in coincidence arrangement with 

positionsensitive detectors. A simple position sensitive detection can be realised in 

one dimension by mechanical movement of a long scintillation detector with lead slits 

[9]. The momentum distribution can also be recorded in two dimensions using a two 

dimensional detector arrays [10]. The sampletodetector distance amounts typically 

to several metres so that quanta from only a small solid angle are detected. Hence 

much stronger positron sources compared with conventional lifetime and Doppler 

shift techniques are required. On the other hand, angular resolution ranges from 0.2 to 

5 mrad [10]. This corresponds to the energy resolution of Doppler shift measurement 

in the range of 0.05 to 1.3 keV. Thus the angular correlation technique provides 

essentially the same kind of information as the Doppler shift, but the momentum 

resolution of the method is much better. 

Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy 

This technique measures the energy of the annihilation gamma rays. It utilises 

a standard spectrometer (usually using a pure Ge crystal) and provides a spectrum of 

photons with a peak at 511keV. The spread of energies is linked with the energy of 

the electrons annihilated (via Doppler broadening). It too, just as angular correlation, 

can provide information about the directional momentum of the electrons at the 

moment of annihilation. This method is useful when looking at vacancies and the 

atomic structure of materials. It has a higher count rate but lower resolution than 

angular correlation, and is typically used to make faster measurements of changes in 

defect structure with temperature or other external influences. 

As stated before, momentum conservation laws state that the momentum of 

the positronelectron pair, p, is transferred to the photon pair. Due to the rapid (~ ps) 

thermalisation taking place for positrons, the positron momentum is negligible during 

the annihilation (and as only one positron is present in the solid at any given time, the 

Pauli theorem does not apply). Therefore the momentum of the electron dominates. 

The z component of the electron momentum (z being the direction towards the gamma 

detector) will then result in a Doppler shift of the gamma ray pair which approximates 

to: 

�E = pzc/2 (1) 
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Since pz can take any value in up to the maximum momentum of the electron 

towards or away from the detector, this results in the broadening of the spectrum peak 

of the 511keV gamma ray spectrum. This broadened peak is symmetrical on both 

sides of the 511keV value due to the symmetrical spread of momentum direction of 

the electrons, but the exact profiling of individual shell electrons is difficult as this is a 

relatively low resolution technique. However, some attempts for modelling this are 

made within the project and will be mentioned in detail later. 

A sketch of a typical spectrum of the gamma rays is shown below. The 

Doppler shift broadening is ~1kev, similar to the energy resolution of the Ge detectors 

typically used for the measurement. 

50000
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30000 

20000 
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0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
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  Figure 1: Sketch of a γ – ray spectrum around 511keV (shown in red at channel 

2399). The width is typically ~ 2.5keV at half maximum. There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

This spectrum arises from all the gamma rays produced from annihilations 

with all the differently energetic electrons which transfer all their energy to the Ge 

detector crystal in photoelectron interactions. For electrons with lower average  

momentum the curve would be narrower since the possible Doppler shifts would be 

smaller. 
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Since positrons are extremely sensitive to vacancies, we can expect to see their 

effect on this spectrum. We can assume that the electrons situated in (or around) a 

vacancy have a specific range of momentum values. By introducing more and more 

vacancies, if this momentum value is greater than the average value of all the 

electrons annihilating in the solid, we would expect a broadening of the peak, if it is 

less than the average we would expect a narrowing. By then keeping the total gamma 

ray count rate constant, the narrowing or broadening of the curve would also increase 

or decrease the peak value respectively. Thus, a semiquantitative measurement of 

vacancies in solids is possible. 

Parameters to represent the shape of the curve have been created. The S 

parameter represents the percentage of gamma rays counted in the middle section of 

the peak. The boundaries of this middle section are arbitrary and are defined 

differently around the world, but it is most common to define them such that for bulk 

crystalline silicon with no defects, the S parameter is 0.5. The boundaries remain 

constant as the photo peak changes for different materials, giving a different S 

parameter value every time. The W parameter is similar, but represents the percentage 

of counts in the wings of the curve. Again the boundaries of this are arbitrary, and 

most commonly set such as for bulk crystalline silicon with no defects, they add up to 

0.15 (0.075 on each side). 

Gamma 
ray 
counts 

Gamma ray 
energy / keV 

511 

S 

W W 

Figure 2: A graphical representation of the S and W parameters on the γray 

spectrum. 
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It is also common to normalise these parameters to their respective bulk 

values, reducing the problem caused by the choice of different parameter limits in 

different laboratories. 

The S parameter is sensitive to lowermomentum electrons (e.g., valence and 

conduction electrons) and is less susceptible to background and noise due to the large 

number of counts within its boundaries. The W parameter on the other hand is more 

sensitive to core electrons (higher energy electrons – broader Doppler shifts). 

Age Momentum Correlation 

The AgeMomentum Correlation, or AMOC, technique combines lifetime 

measurements and Doppler broadening measurements using the same annihilation 

event [11]. One of the two annihilation photons provides the stop signal for the 

positron lifetime while the second photon is used for the measurements of the Doppler 

broadening of the annihilation line. The triple coincidences of both the annihilation 

photons with the decay photon at the source are registered. The spectra are stored with 

the positron age and Doppler shifts being represented along the coordinate axes, 

giving an electron momentum correlation with the lifetime or age of the positron. 

Thus dependence of the electron momentum distributions on the positron lifetime can 

be measured. For example, Doppler curves for orthopositronium (oPs) events with 

very long lifetimes can be separated out of the annihilation events related to para

positronium (pPs) or positrons that did not form Ps. 

1.3 Slow Positron Beams 

Conventional positron techniques use a samplesource “sandwich” 

arrangement where the emitted positrons penetrate into the bulk of the sample, 

reaching thermal equilibrium in ~ps. This arrangement is possible in air but the 

sample is usually mounted in an evacuated chamber. The broad spectrum of high 
22

positron energies (of up to 540keV for Na) gives a high maximum penetration 

depth. However, these conventional techniques are limited when it comes to 

applications in modern thin film physics. To achieve a small penetration depth, slow 

(monoenergetic) positron techniques known as variable energy positron annihilation 

spectroscopy (VEPAS), are used. It is relatively straightforward to semiquantittively 
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depth profile defects in a material simply by adjusting the positron energy (few eV – 

tens of keV). The ways of creating this monoenergetic beam will be shown later. 

Slow Positron Beam – Apparatus setup 

Modification of small but crucial parts of the standard positron beam apparatus 

were required to perform the specific experiments described in this thesis. The general 

setup is shown in the figure below with all major components identified [21] shown in 

figure 3. 

e + 

source 

e + 

E x B 
plates 

Moderating 
mesh 

Beam 
positioning 
coils (z,y) 

sample 

γ Rays 

Positron 
camera 

γ Ray 
detector 

γ Rays High vacuum 

y 
z 

x 

Linear 
accelerator 

Guiding field coils 

Figure 3: A simple representation of a slow positron beam configuration 

5 7 
High vacuum: A high vacuum of about 10 Pa (10 mBar) is required in order 

to have negligible scattering medium between the positron source and the sample, so 

that (a) all slow positrons reach the target, and (b) no unwanted (ie nontarget) 

annihilation events can be detected. To achieve this high vacuum a turbo molecular 

pump and an ion pump – backed by rotary pumps  are used. 

22
Positron source: This is an enclosed Na with the backside of the casing 

being tantalum, which has a high backscattering coefficient. This increases the 

number of positrons that are emitted in the forward direction (Figure 3) towards the 
22

sample. The Na has a high positron yield of 90.4%, it is relatively easy to 
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manufacture (thus affordable) and, along with its high lifetime (2.6 years), makes it a 

good valueformoney source. Furthermore its biological lifetime is small (a few 

days) making any accidental personnel contamination less harmful. Its decay 

equation is as follows: 22
Na → 22Ne + γ + e+ 

+ νe . 

Moderating mesh: The moderating mesh is a 50% transmission annealed 

tungsten mesh and it is at a lower potential than the source (typically 9V). Its purpose 

is to stop positrons, thermalize them, and then reeject them with a low energy equal 

to the positron work function of the material [12] (~3eV for tungsten) as shown in 

figure 4. On the other side of the mesh, there emerges a mixture of positrons that went 

right through it having high energy, and moderated (‘workfunction’) positrons. 

There is approximately one moderated positron per 2500 unmoderated ones. [13] 

E x B plates: These plates serve as an energy filter for the positrons. They have 

a potential difference across them such as that the slow monoenergetic positrons are 

deflected enough (by about 30mm) to go through a slit and the fast unmoderated 

positrons are deflected only by a fraction of 1mm and are annihilated. The 

annihilation area of the fast positrons is surrounded by lead to ensure minimal 

detection by the gamma ray detector. 

9V 
Mesh 

source 

e + 

e + 

e + 

e + 

e + 

e +
e + 

e + 

Figure 4: A representation of the moderating of positrons by an annealed tungsten 

mesh. 
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Linear accelerator: This is simply a step to accelerate the slow positrons to a 

desirable energy (in our case, 0 to 30keV). This is easily controlled by software from 

a pc. The entire first half of the apparatus (source, moderator and ExB plates) is raised 

to the accelerating voltage while the second half remains at ground potential. 

Beam positioning coils (z,y): These coils are the last step the beam goes 

through before reaching the sample. They simply deflect the beam towards the sample 

in case of an offset between the beam centre and the sample position. They are also 

controlled by software from a pc. 

Sample and Sample holder: The sample is mounted on a sample holder made 

of a stainless steel frame with a couple of very fine (0.1mm) tungsten wires running 

across it. The frame is at the end of a long stainless steel rod which is lowered inside 

the sample chamber through a long narrow opening. Once inside the chamber, sealed 

and evacuated, it is possible to move the holder in all 3 dimensions although the x and 

z directions (Figure 5) are quite limited. During this project, the sample holder was 

redesigned and altered to suit each individual measurement. 

Tungsten 
wires 

Sample 

Stainless

steel frame 

vacuum 

e + 
beam 

Figure 5: The sample chamber, sample holder and sample configuration during a 

typical VEPAS measurement. 
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γ ray detector: At a close proximity to the sample but outside the vacuum 

chamber there is a γ ray detector. This is a Ge crystal cooled by liquid N2. It is 

mounted on a platform resting on insulating rubber balls to ensure minimal vibration 

transfer to it. The detector registers γ rays from the positron annihilations inside the 

sample and records them via software on a pc. This can be done in real time. 

Positron camera: The camera setup consists of two electron multiplier plates, 

a phosphor screen and an ordinary real time CCD camera. This allows a single 
7

positron that reaches the setup to be translated into many (~10 ) electrons and then 

into photons by the phosphor which are easily seen by the camera. The camera is 

directly connected to a pc. There is also a coil between the sample and the positron 

camera setup giving control over focusing the positrons image on the phosphorous 

screen. The electron multiplier plates are highly sensitive to humidity, very fragile and 

expensive. They usually last a few years before requiring replacement. 

Guiding field coils: Any charged particle moving at an angle to magnetic field 

lines experiences a force. This force is due to the lateral parts of the motion (z, y) – in 

case of only an x component, the particle would move in a straight line. By using the 

right hand rule, we can see that the particle will move in a spiralling motion along the 

field lines. The radius of the spiral depends on the magnetic field strength (B) and the 

transverse velocity (vzy) of the particle. 

e + 

v 
y 

z 

x 

+ 

e + 

B, magnetic field. 
e


Figure 6: A positron moving in a spiral motion along a magnetic field B. 

This spiralling motion results in the controlled guiding of the particles towards 

the desired target. The radius of the spiral is of a few mm depending on the lateral 
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speed components and the magnitude of the field. This magnetic field (guiding field) 

is easily maintained by a number of aligned coils outside the vacuum chamber. 
8

Approximately 10 beta positrons per second are emitted by the Na22 source 

with energies up to 540 keV. These positrons then enter the annealed tungsten 

moderating mesh, mounted 1mm in front of the source, where they thermalise within 

~ 1ps. They then have a probability to be reemitted, depending on their distance from 

the surface of the mesh compared to the positron diffusion length in wellannealed 

tungsten of ~ 100nm. Approximately 0.05% of all the beta positrons are reemitted 

with the tungsten work function of 2.7 eV. A 9V potential between the source and 

moderator ensures that positrons reemitted towards the source are turned around and 

proceed through the moderator mesh into the system. E x B plates then deflect the 

moderated positrons by 6cm into a region where they are accelerated towards the 

sample at a predetermined energy from 0.1 to 30 keV. Unmoderated positrons are 

deflected insignificantly by the E x B plates, do not enter the accelerator, and are 

therefore lost. 

Positrons that enter the sample thermalise with an implantation profile 

described by the Makhov distribution P(z) [23]: 

P(z)= (m/z0) (z/z0)
m1 

exp [(z/z0)
m
] nm 

where z0= 1.13 (αp/ρ)E
n
; αp and n are materialdependent parameters, ρ is the 

material density and E is the positron energy in keV [18]. The Makhov parameter m is 

usually found to be ~2 – i.e., the distribution is a Gaussian derivative. The mean 

implantation depth is approximated by: 

1.6 
z = (40/ ρ) E

Positrons then diffuse in the sample with a diffusion length characteristic of 

the nature of the sample, before annihilating with an electron. If the positron 

encounters a vacancytype defect while diffusing it will be localised and trapped 
7 4 

there. Positrons are highly sensitive to such defects, over a range from 10 to 10 per 

atom (the latter value representing saturation trapping). The specific trapping rate is 

very small for positivelycharged defects, but positrons are trapped efficiently by 

neutral vacancies and the rate is increased significantly if the trap is negatively 

charged, as can be the case in semiconductors. Vacancytype positron traps are deep 

(~few eV) and thermal detrapping is very unlikely. 
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Slow Positron Beam –Doppler Broadening measurements 

When Doppler broadening measurements are made using a monoenergetic 

positron beam they can be linked to a specific mean depth in the solid. The energy of 

the beam corresponds to different mean depths in different materials due to the 

different atomic density of the material (see below). Depth resolution is also affected 

by the different diffusion length of positrons before they annihilate (i.e. how far they 

travel on average before they meet an electron). An Sparameter against energy 

representation is quite common and for crystalline silicon it would look like Figure 6 

below. 

The surface S value is here lower because of annihilations with oxygen 

electrons in the native oxide layer on the surface following diffusion of thermalized 

positrons to it. The “zero energy” S value is affected by epithermal positron effects 

taking place [14]. Positron – electron pairs (positronium) may escape the material and 

annihilate in the vacuum above. Wparameter against positron beam energy plots are 

useful and even Sparameter against Wparameter, as will be demonstrated later. 
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Figure 7: A typical S parameter result for a Cz Si sample showing both the positron 

incident energy and mean positron implantation depth axes. 
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1.4 VEPFIT 

Measured data from the positron beam are very complicated to fit in terms of 

depth dependent material parameters. It is generally difficult to indicate what 

contribution the positrons give to S parameter and diffusion values when implanted at 

a certain depth because of the multiple processes involved. The biggest part of fitting 

is the retrieval of the position of positrons during annihilation. 

VEPFIT is software that was created to provide a computational fitting method 

for extracting depth dependent information from the data like in figure 7. It is based 

on an iterative calculation method for solving the equation of the timeaveraged 

positron density in any material, and is also able to account for internal fields [15]. 

Model and Calculation Method 

Thermalized implanted positron transport can be approximated by diffusion 

theory. It refers to the situation where particles (in this case positrons) travel through a 

material to depths much greater than their mean free path, having their behaviour 

dominated by scattering, effectively having a random path. The mean distance 

travelled prior to annihilation is the diffusion length, L. The positron transport 

problem for monoenergetic positrons slowing down in a defect free solid has been 

solved before [16,17] and it was found that the implantation profiles could be 

described fairly well by the Makhov [23] distribution P(z): 

P(z)= (m/z0) (z/z0)
m1 

exp [(z/z0)
m
] 

where z0= 1.13 x αp/ρE
n
, αp, m and n are materialdependent parameters, ρ is the 

material density and E is the positron energy [18]. 

The above approximation fails when the material is nonuniform or it has 

defects. The arising problems have been addressed [19], and a final complex model 

has been formed and incorporated into VEPFIT. As long as one understands the 

capabilities and limitations of VEPFIT it can prove to be an invaluable tool in the 

understanding of data collected by VEPAS. 
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CHAPTER 2: DEVELOPMENT OF A SPINPOLARISED 

POSITRON BEAM FOR PROBING MAGNETIC STRUCTURES 

ON THE NANOSCALE 

2.1 Introduction to SpinPolarised Positron Beams 

Materials with magnetic properties are making an entrance to the world of 

electronics. The field studying this is called “Spin transport electronics”, 

“Spintronics” or “Magnoelectronics”[1], involving the exploitation of the intrinsic 

spin of electrons or their associated magnetic moment for the operation of electronic 

devices rather than the electric charge of electrons currently used for information 

transfer. There is currently no noninvasive way of probing magnetic clusters (spin 

polarised clusters) or areas in the bulk of materials. 

Only a few experiments have managed to demonstrate that slow positron 

beams retained a high axial polarisation [2]. It has also been shown that positrons 

could be sensitive to spin polarised electrons [3]. Since then, any applications of this 

have been overlooked. VEPAS can be sensitised to spin polarised electrons allowing 

their study and identification to a few micrometers depth. A spin polarised positron 

would preferentially kill or avoid killing a spin polarised electron depending on the 

direction of its polarisation. This preferential annihilation of electrons is dominated by 

the law of conservation of parity, thus forbidding a 2γ positron – electron interaction 

(annihilation) when their spins are the same. In practice it is seen that the statistical 

preference of annihilation is of three orders of magnitude larger for opposing spins 

compared to parallel spins [4]. Also, a positron electron pair has a mean lifetime of 

125ps in its singlet state (opposing spins) and 145ns in its triplet state (same spins) 

[5]. The measurements taken utilize Doppler broadening of the annihilation gamma 

rays which is directly linked to the momentum of the participating electrons. 

Therefore if the spin states of electrons in a sample are changed, the statistical 

preference for their annihilation by positrons will alter, thus changing the overall 

Doppler broadening data (i.e. gamma ray energy spectrum). The diffusivity of 

positrons in the sample would enhance the sensitivity of the system for probing 

electron spin polarized clusters since the positrons get trapped in the damaged matrix 

surrounding such a cluster. This would put the technique in the lead when compared 
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to existing ones (i.e. high resolution Xray diffraction, Optical measurements, SQUID 

measurements). [6] 

Every electron in a solid acts as a small magnet. In most materials, the huge numbers 

of electrons have spins orientated in random directions resulting in no net magnetic 

field. Some materials with magnetic properties can align the spin of 

some of their electrons resulting in a net magnetic field of some sort. The overall 

magnetic behaviour can vary depending mainly on the electron configuration or even 

on the structure of the material. 

The easiest way of spin polarising a sample is by applying an external magnetic 

field. In order to have a better understanding of this, the basics of magnetisation are 

briefly summarised below. 

Magnetisation 

The magnetisation (M) of a material [7] can be expressed in terms of the 

magnetic dipole moment density (µ): M = µ / V .Τhe total magnetic field inside the 

material B, also known as magnetic flux density, is given by B = B0 + µ0 M, where B0 

is the externally applied magnetic field and µ0 is the magnetic permeability of space. 

Another term used is relative permeability which is the ratio of the material’s 

permeability to that of space. Magnetic susceptibility χm defines the difference of 

relative permeability from one: χm = µ / µ0  1. A material with no magnetic 

properties which does not respond to external magnetic fields has a relative 

permeability equal to one. Diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials have a relative 

permeability close to one where ferromagnetic materials can have a very large χm. 

When a field B passes through a magnetic material it is not clear what part of it is 

from the external field and what part of the total magnetic field is generated by the 

material. For this reason another quantity called magnetic field strength H is defined 

by H = B / µ, which is designated as the external magnetic influence on a material 

independent of its response. 

The most important types of magnetic materials are: 

Diamagnetic: a net magnetic field opposes the external field which persists 

only while external field is applied. It is due to the noncooperative behaviour of 
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orbiting electrons when exposed to an applied magnetic field. Diamagnetic substances 

are composed of atoms which have no net magnetic moments (i.e., all the orbital 

shells are filled and there are no unpaired electrons). However, when exposed to a 

field, a negative magnetization is produced and thus the susceptibility is negative. 

Paramagnetic: a net magnetic field exists which is aligned to the external 

field. It relaxes when the external field is removed. In the presence of a field, there is 

now a partial alignment of the atomic magnetic moments in the direction of the field, 

resulting in a net positive magnetization and positive susceptibility. 

Ferromagnetic: a net magnetic field exists which is aligned to the external 

field and remains when the field is removed. Unlike paramagnetic materials, the 

atomic moments in these materials exhibit very strong interactions. These interactions 

are produced by electronic exchange forces and result in a parallel or antiparallel 

alignment of atomic moments. The exchange force is a quantum mechanical 

phenomenon due to the relative orientation of the spins of two electrons. 

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit parallel alignment of magnetic moments resulting in 

large net magnetization even in the absence of a magnetic field. They also can retain a 

memory of an applied field once it is removed. This behaviour is called hysteresis and 

a plot of the variation of magnetization with magnetic field is called a hysteresis loop, 

as shown below in Figure 1. 

H 

M 

Figure 1: Magnetisation (M) versus magnetic field strength (H) for a ferromagnetic 

material. 

Technically above magnetic saturation B continues to increase but at the 

paramagnetic rate which is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the ferromagnetic rate. 
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Paramagnetic and diamagnetic saturations exist in theory but require immense 

magnetic fields to be reached in practice. 

Antiferromagnetic: The magnetic moments of atoms or molecules, usually 

related to the spins of electrons, align in a regular pattern with neighbouring spins (on 

different sub lattices) pointing in opposite directions. Generally, antiferromagnetic 

order may exist at sufficiently low temperatures, vanishing at and above a certain 

temperature, the Néel temperature [8]. Above the Néel temperature, the material is 

typically paramagnetic. When no external field is applied, the antiferromagnetic 

structure corresponds to a vanishing total magnetization, by ordering electron spins in 

opposing fashion. 

Capabilities of a Spin Polarised Positron Beam 

The development of a spin polarised positron beam based on the Doppler 

broadening technique will be described below. Such a tool offers the capability to 

profile, in depth, dilute magnetic species or nanomagnetic structures in thin films via 

the “preferred” annihilation of electrons with opposite spin than positrons. 

Polarisable electrons in a sample are the electrons that contribute to its 

magnetisation and determine its magnetic properties. Materials have specific electrons 

which can be polarised and in the case of iron are the four unpaired electrons in the 3d 

shell (out of a total of 6 in the 3d shell). By polarising these electrons and probing 

them with a spin polarised positron beam, one can change their “annihilation affinity” 

(likelihood of being annihilated), therefore changing the shape of the annihilation 

spectrum by annihilating electrons of a different shell thus a different energy. 

2.2 Calculated contributions of electron shells to the annihilation spectrum and 

expected results for Fe 

Calculations done by Dr Stephen Dugdale [9], using software called MIKA 

[10,11], show the contribution of individual shell electrons to the total spectrum for 

iron. This assumes a zero net magnetisation or polarisation. The calculations are 

shown below in figure 2. By increasing or decreasing the ratio of annihilations with 

3d electrons, we can see the effect it has to the total spectrum. A comparison of a 

hypothetical spectrum with 0.1% increase in 3d annihilations with a zero net 
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magnetisation spectrum is shown below in figure 3, and the ratio of the two spectra is 

shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 2: MIKA calculations of the individual contribution of electrons from 

different shells to the total annihilation spectrum (S.B. Dugdale [9]). 
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Figure 3: Difference between annihilation spectra as modelled (normalised to total 

counts =1) and 0.1% 3d annihilation increase(normalised to total counts = 1). 
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Figure 4: Ratio of spectra with and without a 0.1% 3d annihilation increase 

These modelled changes in the spectra agree with previous work done using 

nonbeam positron techniques [12]. The expected results from fig 8 have been 

convoluted with the detector resolution function (Gaussian of width 1.4keV). If the 

difference at E = 0 is set to 0 the expected change would look like fig 10. 
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Figure 5: Simulated VEPAS spectrum difference 

2.3 Development of a Spin Polarised Positron Beam 

Preliminary Measurements 

The first pilot measurements were made after a period of background research 

and familiarization with the equipment. Iron was chosen as the first sample because it 

is a ferromagnetic material with very high magnetic susceptibility. It has four out of 

six electrons unpaired in the 3d shell, meaning a relatively high population of the shell 

is polarizable. The most direct way of magnetizing the sample was to place a magnet 

behind it. A few neodymium magnets of various sizes and shapes were purchased, as 

shown in Figure 6 below. 

Figure 6:. Left: Circular disc magnets of 10mm and 20mm diameter, and (right): 

Square magnets 5mm x 5mm. Both types are graded N42. [13] 
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N42 is a measurement of the quality of the magnet material, i.e. the energy 

stored within the magnet and the temperature range over which it can be used. It is 

also an indication of the strength of the magnet, in this case 1.42 Tesla under optimal 

conditions. In practice it was found that the actual strength of the magnetic field 

extending through the samples was much less  of the order of 0.14 Tesla. This was 

nevertheless deemed adequate. 

It was then assumed that this field was enough to saturate the magnetization in 

a thin foil of annealed iron, as implied by other publications [14]. Two magnets were 

then mounted on the sample holder, one with its field direction parallel to, and one 

opposing, the direction of the guiding field of the positron beam (~ 50G). Then they 

were lowered into the vacuum chamber in order to observe the behaviour of the 

positron beam in such strong, rapidly changing magnetic field along the beam axis. 

What was observed (Figure 7 below) was not unexpected: 

Bright areas indicate 
Positron arriving y 
at camera 

z 

Shadow of magnet 

Figure 7: Representation of image seen by the CCD camera when a magnet is 

present in aligned position. 

The difference between the aligned magnet and the reversed one was the size of the 

bright area surrounding it, this being smaller in the aligned position (or arguably the 

magnet seemed bigger). 
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Figure 8: Magnetic field lines when the magnet is aligned to the guiding field 

(guiding field in the +x direction / positrons traveling in the +x direction) 

Zero field points Effective magnet size 
when reversed to the 
guiding field 

Magnet 

y 

Figure 9: Magnetic field lines when the magnet is reversed to the guiding field 

(Guiding field in the –x direction / positrons traveling in the +x direction) 
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Positrons are guided to the target area irrespective of field direction; we can 

see how the effective shadow of the magnet changes from figures 8 and 9. It was 

assumed that positrons could ‘jump’ across the zero field points from a field line in 

one direction to one in the opposite direction. 

The next logical step was to place a sample in front of the magnet and measure 

the S parameter and line shapes using an aligned magnet and with no magnet at all. 

Preliminary results were quite promising. First the annihilation line spectra – taken 

with a positron beam energy of 30 keV, corresponding to a mean depth of ~ 1.2�m 

and so essentially in the bulk of the sample  were normalised (Figure 10) and 

differences were seen in the plots of spectrum difference and ratio, examples of which 

are shown in figures 11 and 12. 
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Figure 10: Normalised annihilation line spectra for Fe in front of an aligned 


magnet and Fe with no magnet behind it, taken at a positron energy of 30keV. 


There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 11: Difference between normalised spectra of figure 15. (Spectrum with no magnet 

present subtracted from spectrum with magnet present) There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 12: Ratio of normalised spectra of figure 15. (Spectrum with magnet present 

divided by spectrum with magnet present.) There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 

corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

In Figure 15 we can see the peak at channel 2399 which corresponds to  

511keV. Although difficult to see any difference between the two spectra directly in 

figure 15, it is clearly evident in figures 16 and 17 that the spectrum taken with the 

magnet present was narrower than that taken without the magnet. This narrowing of 

the line shape, if real, would imply the annihilation by positrons by lower momentum 

electrons, leading to less Doppler broadening. The electrons able to polarize in iron 

are the four unpaired electrons situated in the 3d shell, having energies of 

approximately 9.5eV; the mean momentum of these electrons in a direction parallel to 

the detector axis corresponds to a Doppler shift reasonably consistent with the minima 

in the difference spectrum, thus providing an explanation for the narrowing of the line 

shape.  

The exact polarization of the positron beam was unknown. It is accepted that 

positrons are spin polarized in the original direction of emission from the radioactive 

source and the direction of their polarization will remain the same throughout their 
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lifetime in our system [15]. The sourcemoderator distance was ~1mm, allowing 

maximum positron collection by the moderating mesh. However, some of the 

positrons are not wanted. The spin polarization component of the positrons in the 

direction of the beam axis (i.e., the x direction) is what affects the measurements. 

Positrons with polarization opposite to the one required  i.e., those emitted from the 

source directed away from the sample, are highly scattered in all directions, including 

towards the sample (backscattered positrons). Conversely, positrons ejected with 

small angles to the forward direction would have maximum positive effect, and it was 

therefore necessary to attempt to limit the positron used to those in this latter category 

[16]. The source available for these preliminary measurements had a tantalum backing 

that has a high backscattering coefficient, and so the only option available was to 

position the Na22 source further away from the moderator mesh, thereby decreasing 

the acceptance angle of positrons at the mesh, and selecting positrons with spin 

polarization close to the beam axis (Figure 18). Major [17] calculated that the 

optimum acceptance angle – i.e., one which shows the best compromise between axial 

polarization and beam intensity (which decreases as the acceptance angle decreases) – 

is about 46º. 

Acceptance 
angle 

Source 

Mesh – 
positioned 
close to the 
source 

Mesh – 
positioned 
away from 
the source 

Figure 13: Demonstration of the dependence of acceptance angle on sourcemoderator separation 

The source was therefore positioned at distances of 12 and 24 mm from the 

moderating mesh and similar measurements as before were taken, the results of which 

are shown in figures 14 and 15. 
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Figure 14: Normalized difference between spectra for Fe in front of an aligned 

magnet and Fe without a magnet, with the source pulled back to 12mm, taken at 30keV.  

There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 15:  Normalized difference between spectra for Fe in front of an aligned 

magnet and Fe without a magnet, with the source pulled back to 24mm, taken at 30keV. There 

are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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The results were the complete opposite to what was expected. For the source 

at 12mm (figure 14) not only did the absolute difference between spectra decrease, 

but the signaltonoise ratio deteriorated and the became broader not narrower. For 

the source at 24mm (figure 15) the spectra became so noisy (low count rate and bad 

signaltonoise ratio), that it is debatable if one can deduce any useful information 

from them. It was found that the annihilation count rate was dramatically decreased 

due to the smaller acceptance angle from the mesh but also due to the source

moderator potential different not being as effective. Increasing this potential 

difference did not have a significant effect, so a second mesh was placed 1mm away 

from the original one as shown below in figure 16. 

35V /mm 

8mm 

backscattering Positron source transmission 

Figure 16: Updated setup of the source and its immediate surroundings. 

With this new setup we have a constant potential difference over a constant 

distance on the left side of the moderating mesh but at a cost of 8% of the positrons. 

For different potentials on the extra mesh the count rates of positrons were noted so 

that its effect could be seen. The source was pulled far back (at 24mm). 

Table 1: The effect of the coarse mesh potential on the positron count rate 

Moderating 
mesh – 50% 
transmission 

HighZ material 
(tantalum) for 

x 

y 

~ 46
0 

Fine mesh – 92% 

10mm 

LowZ material (5µm 
thick titanium) 

Coarse mesh 
voltage / V 

Moderating mesh 
voltage / V 

Potential 
difference/ V 

Effective count 
rate/ positrons s1 

135 100 35 73 
100 100 0 62 
No mesh present 100 100 37 
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The positron count rate at a voltage of 135V is doubled, therefore having a 

0
gain bigger than the 8% penalty of the mesh’s transmission in a 19  situation (i.e. the 

source pulled back to 24mm). 

Measurements were repeated for three different sourcemesh distances, at 76

0 0
(original position) at 36  and at 19 . The results seen are show below in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Gamma spectrum difference for sourcemesh distances of 1mm, 12mm 

and 24mm. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

For the 12mm measurements it was clearly seen that there has been a shift in 

the peak between the two runs. This would suggest a general instability in the system 

that could explain the change in direction in the difference seen between 1mm and 

24mm settings. Measurements were consequently made for a non magnetic sample to 

check the stability of the system. The same setup was used but the iron sample was 

replaced with a silicon sample of the same shape and size. The results are shown 

below in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Spectrum difference for Cz silicon. There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

  The results from the silicon measurements meant that all previous results were 

invalid, probably because the magnet positioned behind the sample deflected some 

positrons into material other than the intended target. The larger distance between the 

source and moderator mesh, even with an aperture present, increased the mesh area 

irradiated by positrons and, consequently, the magnetic field uniformity became 

crucial in the sample chamber. The system had to be reconfigured to be more stable 

and to produce null results for nonmagnetic samples. 

 

Magnetic Lensing 

A magnetic holder was designed to focus the beam on to the centre of the 

sample. This new arrangement decreased the effective size of the beam from ~8mm to 

~ 5mm, as shown schematically in Fig. 23, and became rounder and brighter (with no 

sample present). 
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Figure 19: A magnetic lens system with 3 rings each supporting nine 10mm

diameter magnets, twelve 5mm and nine 5mm side square magnets, respectively. The magnet 

behind the sample has 10mm diameter. All the magnets are in reversed direction to the 

guiding field except the one behind the sample which is aligned to it. 

A sketch of the field lines is shown below for one ring (Figure 25). 
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Zero field points 

Copper rings 
Magnets 

Figure 20: The magnetic field lines passing through one of the rings of the 

magnetic lens. For all three lenses the “squashing” of the lines is repeated, reducing the beam 

to a smaller crosssection. 
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The lens was then tested on a Si sample and compared to a typical Si 

measurement with the conventional sample holder, shown below (Figure 21). After 

repeated checks it was concluded that the positrons were thrown from their path 

whilst traveling through the last ring of the lens. This was due to the presence of the 

magnet in the middle of the ring creating a complex localized field. The smallest 

ring of the lens was then removed and the measurements repeated (Figure 22). The 

magnetic lens itself was effective, but the presence of the middle magnet with or 

without the lens was the same; expelling positrons from their path to annihilate in 

another material, most probably stainless steel. This effect was not seen in earlier S 

parameter measurements, as stainless steel has a similar S parameter value to iron 

but very different to silicon. 
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Figure 21: Silicon Sparameter measurements using the magnetic lens (3 rings) with a 

sample magnet compared with a measurement using the conventional sample holder. 
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Figure 22: Silicon Sparameter measurements using the magnetic lens (2 rings) and using the 

classical sample holder (reference) with and without a middle (sample) magnet. 

Using a single ring lens consisting of six 20mm magnets equally spaced was 

also tested but had a similar outcome (i.e. a stronger focal magnetic field would make 

the field lines at the sample more uniform). It was concluded that the magnetic 

focusing scheme was impractical. 

Electromagnet 

The need for a larger, more uniform field led to the design of an electromagnet 

to be held in the vacuum around the sample. This was designed to fit through the 

sample chamber opening and was made of an alluminium tube, 50mm long with an 

internal diameter of 50mm, copper rings and tefloncoated wire,. A copper ring was 

engineered to fit inside the electromagnet to hold the sample (Figure 23). The 

electromagnet was capable of producing a sustained magnetic field of ~120G when 

operating at 1.56A. Although this field was hardly enough to magnetize most 

magnetic samples, it was enough to partially magnetize iron. 
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Figure 23: Electromagnet and its sample holder fitting


S parameter measurements for a silicon sample with near surface silica layer 

(Figure 24) and for iron (Figure 25) were made using the electromagnet. 
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Figure 24: SiO2 on Si measurements using the electromagnet with currents of 1 and 

1.56 amps 
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Figure 25: Fe measurements using an electromagnet at 1 amp and 1.56 amps 

The silicon sample data were encouraging in giving an overall null difference 

in S parameters with and without the electromagnet in operation, with values 

confirmed by using the second positron beam in the laboratory. Unfortunately the 

differences seen between iron measurements were inconsistent, showing fluctuations 

in S parameter that had no clear explanation. When the electromagnet was removed 

from the sample chamber it was found that the copper ring had oxidised and the 

electromagnet was too hot to touch. This implied that the temperature of the 

electromagnet inside the vacuum was at least 100 ºC, increased by the poor heat 

conductivity of the system. The heating and cooling of iron was then thought to be 

blamed for these fluctuations in the S parameter value, so a timedependent 

measurement of S parameter was made (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: S parameter for iron at a beam energy of 14.5 keV while it is heating up 
with the electromagnet on, and while cooling down with the electromagnet off. 

As seen from figure 31, the S parameter of iron is changing. It seems to 

increase while the sample is being heated up and decrease when it is cooled down. 

It became clear that a simple electromagnet would not be powerful enough to 

magnetize any sample without significant heating effects. Having a larger magnet 

outside the vacuum system was not an option for practical reasons. It was thus 

decided to exploit the six guiding coils already positioned around the beam. 

Field reversing measurements 

The beam’s guiding field is here used to magnetise the sample. This scheme 

had been considered before, but (a) the effect of the guiding field when reversed on 

the second, neighbouring beam in the laboratory was thought to be significant enough 

to render the procedure impractical, and (b) the ExB filter in the system works 

properly only with the guiding field in one direction.. However, problem (a) was 

addressed by synchronising measurements in the two beams, and the effects of 

reversing the guiding field direction of one beam on the other could be allowed for. 

Problem (b) was returned to later. 
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Iron reaches a highly magnetised state (>95%) in external fields of the order of 

~500G, meaning that the existing strength of the guiding field (~60G) would only 

partially magnetize the sample [18] but this depends on the type of iron. 

Measurements of the normalised annihilation γ ray spectra for iron taken with the 

magnetic field in two directions always showed a clear and large difference which 

was consistently similar in shape; an example is shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Spectrum difference for iron, between guiding field in original direction 

and guiding field in reversed direction, taken at 30keV. There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

The initial measurement for silicon (figure 28) showed no such difference.  

However, attempts to repeat the null result for silicon were unsuccessful, showing a 

difference in line shape between the two field orientations similar to the one seen in 

iron but approximately half in magnitude and of width (figure 29). It was noted that 

the beam in the reversed field condition was elongated and cigarshaped. 
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Figure 28: Count difference for silicon, between guiding field in original direction 

and guiding field in reversed direction, taken at 30keV. There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 29: Count difference for silicon, between guiding field in original direction 

and guiding field in reversed direction after repeated measurements, taken at 30keV. There are 

18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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To investigate whether the inconsistent silicon difference and the consistent 

iron difference were due to the same cause, measurements with the same field 

direction taken at different times were made and compared (Figure 30). A big shift in 

the spectrum peak position between the two measurements was apparent. Shifts in 

peaks result in the broadening or narrowing of the spectrum, as the electronic 

equipment of the system tries to compensate for any potential drifts of the peak via a 

digital stabiliser.  In figure 31, the drift has been compensated for in the data analysis 

(by positioning the two peaks together) but the effect of the drift is still apparent. 
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Figure 30: Peak drift between spectra for a silicon sample taken at 30keV at different 

times. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 31: Si difference caused by the drift of the spectrum peak, at 30keV. (Data 

are those of Figure 30 with the peaks shifted to make their centres coincide.) There are 18.8eV 

per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 32: Fe spectrum difference caused by the drift of the spectrum peak, at 

30keV. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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The change of shape and quality of the beam from an original guiding field 

setup (G) and a reversed guiding field setup (R) was a possible cause of ‘false’ results, 

as was possible electronic noise.. The latter was investigated thoroughly and a high 

frequency noise was found in the earth of the system when the laboratory lights were 

switched on. The problem was dealt with by replacing the lights with newer ones. 

The reason the quality of the beam changing when the field was reversed was 

investigated. The ExB plates of the system are curved, such that the deflection of slow 

moderated positrons do not substantially distort the beam [19]. This only operates 

when the guiding field is in one direction (Figure 33(a)). In order to rectify this, one 

could replace the deflection system with cylindrical ExB plates, as in Figure 33 (b), or 

use two pairs of ExB plates, one for each direction of field (Figure 33(c)), or deflect 

the positrons by using magnets, Figure 33 (d). Option (d) was tried first since it was 

simple to execute, if rather crude. 
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Figure 33: The original setup of the ExB plates (a) showing the fanning of the beam 

in Reversed field mode and three proposed alternatives (b), (c) and (d), as discussed in the 

text. The path of the positrons is shown in red for the original direction of the field (G) and in 

orange for the reversed direction (R). 
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The new setup was tested on an iron sample. Option (d) led to a deflected 

beam with reversed field (R) of similar shape and intensity as for the standard guiding 

field (G). Stability was demonstrated by measurements made under the same 

conditions (Figure 34) and for Fe with a magnet in both field directions (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34: Comparison of measurements taken under identical conditions, showing 
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no change and confirming the stability of the system. There are 18.8eV per channel and 

channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 35: Spectrum difference for Fe with G and R field directions. There are 

18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Large sample with large magnet   

No positive result having been obtained to this point, it was decided to 

increase the magnetizing field at the sample. A large piece of Fe (20mm x 20mm x 

1mm, 99.999% purity) [18] was positioned in front of a neodymium N42 magnet of 

the same size. In principle the size of the sample and magnet would be large enough 

to ensure field uniformity over the cross section of the beam, thus avoiding the 

deflection of positrons. Data collection runs were discarded if they were inconsistent 

(i.e. difference in the spectrum for the same direction of magnetization), Figure 36, 

and consistent runs have been collectively compared (Figure 37). 
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Figure 36: Two consistent runs (blue) and two inconsistent runs (red) for the same 

direction of magnetization (G). There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to 

the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 37: Consistent runs for G and R directions (blue) and G only (green). There 

are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

  The same measurements were carried out for mumetal, an alloy with a 

magnetic susceptibility much greater than Fe (Figure 38). For stability measurements, 

the mumetal was simply covered by a thin aluminium foil (Figure 39). 
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Figure 38: Difference in gamma ray counts between the G and R field directions for 

mumetal in front of a N42 magnet. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 

corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 39: Difference in gamma ray spectra for Al foil on a mumetal film and a 

N42 magnet. The difference should be zero (blue) as Al is non magnetic, but a shifted/false 

result is also shown (red). There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 

511keV peak. 

 

  The results showed that the system continued to produce inconsistent results,  

most likely due to the electronic components rather than the experimental setup itself, 

which may be overcome by taking a larger number of shorter measurements, 

removing the ones that are conflicting and adding the rest together.  Following this 

procedure, no significant response was recorded for Fe and mumetal when the 

direction of the magnetization was reversed, implying that the effect was too small to 

be observed with the current setup. In order to maximize the possibility of recording a 

measurable response, the beam and sample polarization should be maximized. Metals 

and alloys like iron and mumetal have copious numbers of free carrier electrons at 

room temperature. These electrons, along with lattice imperfections in the samples, 

dominate the positron annihilation response. However, we next consider the steps 

taken to maximize the beam polarization. 
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New Na22 Source 

A Na22 source capsule with a beryllium backing plate was installed (after an 

18month delay) from the suppliers, iThemba Labs, South Africa [20]. This is shown 

in Figure 40. Positrons emitted in the direction away from the sample are thus almost 

all absorbed in the beryllium, rather than being efficiently backscattered as they are in 

a standard capsule (by a tantalum backing plate) [21].  Therefore mostly forward 

emitted positrons with a forward polarization (positrons have a polarization in their 

Be backing 

weld 
5 µµµµm Ti foil 

Figure 40: Na22 source capsule showing replacement Be (lowZ) backing 
plate. Scale: 1:4. 

direction of emission) stroke the moderator and form the beam. 

Also, positrons emitted with a higher energy suffer less depolarization on 

interacting with moderating materials. Consequently, a 25µm thick beryllium film 

was placed in front of the source capsule (figure 41) to slow down faster positrons 

before the moderator. The disadvantage of this is that the annihilation count rate is 

dramatically decreased, but the foil thickness was chosen as a compromise between 

polarization and beam intensity, following the observations of Van House and 

Zitzewitz [1]. 
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Figure 41: Bebacked source with a thin Be absorber in place. 

The annihilation count rate of the new source in a typical arrangement (i.e., 

positioned close to the moderator mesh and with Ta backing) is of the order of 3000/s 

and in the new setup, shown in Figure 41 above, it is of the order of 7080/s. This 

greatly affects the signal to noise ratio of the measurements, requiring much longer 

data collection times. 

Measurements were again taken on the large iron sample with the new source 

arrangement, with no significant result, as shown on figure 42. In these measurements 

the total positron count rate was similar for both directions of guiding magnetic field. 
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Figure 42: Large Fe sample spectrum difference with a N42 magnet using the Be

backed source with the thin Be absorber foil, showing no change between the same direction 

of magnetization (red) as expected, and different direction of magnetization (blue). There are 

18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

Measurements on solid oxygen films 

  The most likely reason for measuring this null result would be that vacancies 

in the sample might not be trapping positrons, thus not allowing them to ‘see’ the 

spin polarizable 3d electrons.  

Oxygen’s magnetic properties are well established [22]. In its solid form (α 

phase) it is a crystalline, antiferromagnetic material with no conducting electrons, 

making it an appealing material for a polarized positron measurement despite its low 

magnetic susceptibility [22].  

  The samples were grown on situ, on a copper cold finger, by introducing pure 

oxygen into the vacuum chamber. The oxygen pressure in the chamber was relatively 

5 8
high (10  Torr) to ensure a high purity of the grown solid (vacuum pressure 10  

Torr). The sample was grown thick enough so that positrons at 30keV are deposited 

purely in oxygen. This was to ensure that any air growing on top of the sample during 
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the measurement has no effect. The rate of growth of air has been investigated and is 

shown below (figure 43). 
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Figure 43: The growth of solid oxygen on a cold finger by the ambient pressure in 
the vacuum chamber at 17K. 

From this we can see that the oxygen samples can not be grown thick enough 

to measure at 30keV. Therefore measurements should be made in a thin film and 

quick enough so that grown air on top does not affect our results. The samples were 

grown for each field direction and the difference in the spectra is shown below 

(Figure 44). The guiding field was used to magnetize the sample in G and R 

directions. The stability of the system was tested by checking for differences between 

two different G measurements and also between two R measurements. 
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Figure 44: Difference in spectra between measurements of the same magnetization 

(GG and RR) and of different (GR) for a solid oxygen film. There are 18.8eV per channel 

and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

The results again showed no observable effect, and it was concluded that the 

magnetization of the film was probably too low. Increasing the magnetization by 

growing the oxygen on a magnet meant that a different sample would be used for the 

two field directions since it would be required to pressurize the vacuum chamber and 

flip the magnet. Nevertheless, this was attempted to see if two different samples 

would produce the same response given the same magnetization (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45: Difference between spectra for two different oxygen samples both in G 

field, grown under the same conditions. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 

corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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This meant unfortunately that oxygen measurements under the influence of a 

stronger magnetic field were not possible with the current equipment.  

 

Measurements on singlecrystal iron 

A 10mmdiameter single crystal Fe sample was then installed, and the results 

for the peaktovalley ratio are shown below in Figure 46.  
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Figure 46: Peak and Valley difference in counts for single crystal Fe between G and 

R fields. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

  There was no apparent difference in gamma ray counts around the photo peak 

between the two directions of magnetization but, interestingly enough, there was an 

obvious difference in the valley region to the left of the peak (Figure 46). The valley 

mainly consists of true background (from cosmic rays, laboratory background 

radiation, etc), peakrelated ‘noise’ (from incomplete charge collection in the 

germanium crystal), and real three gamma annihilations of positrons and of the 

positronelectron bound state, positronium. These three gamma annihilations 

correspond to the spin triplet state of a positronelectron pair. In order to investigate 
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whether this background difference reflected a real change in the number of three

gamma positron annihilation events, the true background has to be measured, 

normalised and subtracted from the individual measurements, as shown in figure 47. 
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Figure 47:  G and R measurements for a single crystal Fe sample, with background 

normalized. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 
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Figure 48: GR spectrum difference for peak and valley areas of single crystal Fe 

after background reduction. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to 

the 511keV peak. 
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This demonstrates the effect the unwanted background has on measurements 

with low count rates.  

A magnet was then positioned behind the single crystal iron sample. Sample 

positioning was difficult due to its small size. Shorter and more frequent 

measurements were made with fields in the G and R directions, the magnet being 

aligned to each field direction, and checked for consistency. Any contradictory 

measurements were discarded and the ones in agreement added up for better statistics. 

An initial comparison of a sum of measurements is shown below Figure 49. 
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Figure 49: Single crystal iron magnetization effect with the presence of a magnet. 

There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 511keV peak. 

 

  The same measurements were taken for a nonmagnetic sample to ensure the 

system was giving a true result. The single crystal sample was wrapped in thin 

alluminium foil and positioned exactly as it was before. This would ensure the 

magnetic field lines near the sample were exactly the same in both cases, keeping the 

beam optics the same. This is shown below in figure 50. 
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Figure 50: Single crystal iron covered with a thin Al film magnetization effect with 

the presence of a magnet. There are 18.8eV per channel and channel 2399 corresponds to the 

511keV peak. 

 

These results were encouraging and lead us to believe the difference seen on 

the single crystal iron was real. However the observed results had to be compared 

with the expected, modelled results. The results provided by Dr Stephen Dugdale [9] 

have been added in 10’s, convoluted with the resolution of the detector and compared 

with the results observed in figure 49. This comparison is shown in figure 51.  
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Figure 51: Magnetisation effect observed for single crystal iron – green circles 


(smoothed), compared to the modelled data by Dugdale [9] – red line (convoluted).  
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2.4 Conclusions 

As seen from figure 51, the observed results fit the expected results very well. 

It is therefore reasonable to comment that the observed magnetic effect is real and that 

the polarised positron beam has been successful in responding to spinpolarised 

electrons in the sample. However, it is worth emphasising the difficulties and 

limitations of this process. There were major problems associated with competing 

trapping sites within the sample, and technical difficulties in sufficiently magnetising 

the sample without disrupting the beam. The low beam intensity meant that he time 

required for measurements in order to see an effect was very long  a few weeks

meant that measures had to be taken to combat systematic drifts and shifts. Stronger 

radioactive sources with higher positron count rates (without compromising the 

polarisation of the beam) would be beneficial, although somewhat dangerous. Strong 

electromagnets to magnetise the samples (most of which will have a considerably 

smaller magnetic susceptibility than iron) would also be desirable. However, the 

indications from the measurements described in this chapter are that measurements of 

thin magnetic samples using a positron beam will be a considerable challenge for 

future researchers. 
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CHAPTER 3: POSITRON ANNIHILATION SPECTROSCOPY OF 

STATE TRANSITIONS IN SOLID WATER 

3.1 Introduction to Amorphous Solid Water and Crystalline Water Ice 

Water is a substance that has attracted much interest by a range of research 

fields. It is considered to be the base for life and has some very intriguing and unusual 

properties. Its solid phase alone has fifteen different phases, ranging from amorphous 

to crystalline (cubic – Ic – and hexagonal – Ih) and of many different atomic 

arrangements and densities. This chapter aims to study near surface solid water in its 

most abundant states in the universe; Amorphous Solid Water (ASW) and Ic and Ih. 

These states are described further on in detail. VEPAS seems to be a suitable 

technique for these experiments as it is done in high vacuum (like space) and the 

samples can be grown on situ under a controlled environment. 

Figure 1: Phase Diagram of Water, showing its Liquid, Vapour and numerous solid 

states. Amorphous states of Ice are not shown, but can exist under the same conditions as 

crystalline phases of ice (i.e. Ice XI, Ic and Ih). [1] 
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Ice Ih is a crystalline form of solid water. It is the form of ice mostly found on 

the planet, (with the exception only of a small amount of ice Ic). It is characterised by 

its atomic arrangement; in a hexagonal pattern. As seen on figure 1, it can exist down 

to 73K but other forms of ice can exist at those temperatures as well. Ih is very stable 

and can not be easily transformed once it has formed 

Ice Ic is another crystalline form of solid water. It too is described by its 

atomic arrangement; in a cubic pattern. It can exist in similar conditions as Ih but it is 

metastable. This means that once transformed to Ih it can not transform back to Ic. The 

transformation can be triggered by a rise in temperature usually at ~170K. 

Amorphous ice is as stated by the name, an amorphous solid form of water, 

defined by its lack of any long range order in its atomic arrangement. There are many 

different states of amorphous ice, described below. 

Lowdensity amorphous ice is a form of amorphous ice. It has a density lower 
3

than other forms of amorphous solid water (i.e. 0.94g/cm ). It is thought to be the 

form of ice that exists on celestial bodies and dust particles in space. It can be 

produced by rapidly cooling liquid or gas water on smooth metallic surfaces. The rate 

of cooling is crucial to the growth of this form of ice. If water molecules are not 

cooled fast enough, crystalline structure will be allowed to form. 

Highdensity amorphous ice is another form of amorphous ice that can exist at 

high pressures and low temperatures. It can be formed by a number of ways, 

compressing low density amorphous ice, compressing Ih or compressing Ic. As 
3

denoted by its name, this is a higher density form of amorphous ice of 1.17 g/cm

[2,3]. 

Veryhighdensity amorphous ice, was discovered in 1996 by Mishima [4]. He 

warmed high density amorphous ice while keeping the pressure high and observed 
3

that the density increased to 1.26 g/cm . 
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Positronium fraction measurements 

Positronium [5,6], the bound state of an electron and a positron, is a stable 

state which can exist in vacuum for a mean time of 142ns in its triplet state (orthoPs, 

decaying naturally into three gamma rays) and 125ps in its singlet state (paraPs, 

decaying naturally into two gamma rays). Positronium forms in open spaces like pores 

or vacancies, and the larger the open space, the more likely the positronium will 

annihilate as such rather than with another nearby electron. The two to three gamma 

annihilation ratio of isolated positronium atoms is 1:3 [7] but differs if in open spaces 

inside a material. The two to three gamma positron annihilation ratio is very different 

than that of positronium, e.g. for Si 347:1 [7]. There is therefore a noticeable increase 

in three gamma annihilation events when significant amounts of positronium are 

formed. Threegamma orthoPs annihilations are therefore very useful when studying 

porous or damaged materials and can provide further information about their 

structure. 

A parameter to denote the positronium decay fraction is usually used  the P:V 

ratio, or Peak to Valley ratio. It is defined as the ratio of annihilations of the peak, i.e. 

the 511keV and their Doppler shifted related annihilations, to all the annihilations 

with much lower energy to the left side of the peak. The peak of the spectrum is 

defined as the counts registered between the channels 2028 to 2771 which correspond 

to energies of 504keV to 518keV respectively. The valley is defined by the channels 

250 to 2028 which correspond to energies of 471keV to 504keV respectively. The 

energy per channel is 18.8 eV. Gamma photons detected with significantly lower 

energy than the 511keV photo peak are associated with three gamma annihilations. 

P:V is a relative parameter and can only be meaningful in comparison with a 

reference value, i.e. in the bulk of a material, or a reference material that will always 

have the same value. It is also useful to note that metals are considered to have a P:V 

value in their bulk related to zero positronium formation. 

3.2. Positron and Positronium Annihilation Spectroscopy study of Structural and 

Phase Transitions in Solid Water – Experiments 

The evolution and annealing of pores in, and the crystallization of, vapour

deposited films of Amorphous Solid Water (ASW) have been studied using variable 
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energy positron annihilation spectroscopy for temperatures in the range 50180K. The 

range of temperatures is defined by the growth of films of air and/or hydrocarbon 

impurities in vacuum at temperatures <50K, and very fast sublimation at temperatures 

>150K. Both positron and positronium annihilation provide an insight to the nature of 

the grownin pores and their evolution with temperature. 

ASW films were grown from a diffuse water vapour background flux on to a 

copper cylinder block, cooled by a closedcycle He cryostat to 50K180K, following 

the recipe described in ref.[8](Fig. 2). The water vapour was leaked into the sample 

chamber via a needle valve from a side chamber containing deionized water initially 

subjected to several freeze–pump–thaw cycles [9]. The sample temperature was 

controlled by a calibrated silicondiode sensor and measured by a Ktype 

thermocouple clamped on the sample holder to an accuracy of ±1 K. The ASW 
1 

samples were grown at rates between 5 and 200nm min and their thicknesses were 

thereby controllable. [10] The growth rates were determined by measuring the film 

thickness from the VEPAS S vs E plots, knowing the growth time. 

copper cold finger 

cryostat 

Detector 

+ + 
e e 

+ 
e 

water chamber 
with needle valve 

Vacuum Chamber 

thin water ice layer (sample) thermocouple 

Figure 2: A simple representation of the system setup showing any major differences 

from the conventional VEPAS setup. 
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A number of samples were grown under different initial conditions. The 

controlled variables for sample growth were the base pressure of water vapour, the 

growth temperature, and the growth time. All three variables affected the thickness of 

the sample: 
6 

Sample A: grown at 50K 10 Torr for 120 minutes ~500nm 
5 

Sample B: grown at 50K 10 Torr for 10 minutes >9um 
7 

Sample C: grown at 50K 10 Torr for 635 minutes on a crystal ice substrate 

>9um (including substrate) 
7 

Sample D: grown at 120K 10 Torr (measure while growing) 
5 

Sample E: grown at 170K 10 Torr for 960 minutes >9um 
4 

Sample F: grown at 170K 10 Torr for 960 minutes >9um 
4 

Sample G: Grown at 170K 10 Torr for 960 minutes >9um 

3.3.1 Pre Crystallization  Amorphous Solid Water (ASW): Results for samples A,B 

C and D 

Sample A 

The evolution of the sample has been studied when heated up from 50K to 

150K and then cooled down back to 50K. The S parameter, W parameter and P:V ratio 

have been recorded. S(E) for sample A is shown below (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Evolution of S(E) for sample A on heating from 50 to 150K and cooling to 

50K. 
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Figure 4: 3D representation of the S parameter for sample A as it changes with 

temperature. The blue end of the spectrum is the substrate (copper cold finger), green is the 

amorphous solid water and on the red end of the spectrum a crystalline state of solid water. 

From Figures 3 and 4 we can see an early surface state change of the sample at 

a temperature less than that commonly accepted for crystallization (~135K). This is 

perceived as a nearsurface crystallization of the sample most likely because of the 

higher mobility of the molecules near the surface. The temperature at which this 

occurs is around 90K. 

The P:V ratio of the sample is shown in Figure 5 for all temperatures along 

with a copper reference. The plots are showing some consistent features throughout 

all the samples which appear to be systematic rather than real. These could be due to 

the change in count rate between different energies of the positron beam. To counter 

this, all data are normalised to copper, which should have no positronium in bulk (i.e. 

P:V ~16). The normalised results are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5  P:V ratio raw data for sample A, with systematic features visible 
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Figure 6: P:V for sample A normalised to copper P:V for positron incident energies 

>3.5keV to eliminate any systematic features (copper P:V at >3.5keV should theoretically be 

flat). 
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From the P: V plots above we can see a number of features associated with the 

evolution of the pore and vacancy structure of the sample. The higher the P:V, the 

smaller the amount of positronium annihilations in the sample, therefore a low P:V 

can indicate the existence of large pores allowing positronium annihilation at that 

depth and/or interconnected pores allowing diffusion of positrons to the surface to 

form positronium there. The plateau seen at the bulk of the sample (~3keV) means a 

saturation of positronium annihilation signal there. The change seen at energies 

<2keV is a result of the diffusion of positrons to the surface. Following the change 

with temperature, we can see a drop of P:V up to 90K and an increase in diffusion, 

probably caused by agglomeration of smaller vacancies into larger pores in the bulk 

and an increase in pore interconnection length towards the surface. For temperatures 

greater than 90K the P:V ratio increases and the diffusion decreases. This can be 

explained by breaking down of the long interconnected pores and/or sealing them at 

the surface due to the early crystallization occurring there plus an annealing of pores 

and vacancies in the bulk of the sample. 

Another parameter measured during these runs was the W parameter; this 

parameter is plotted against the S parameter (or sometimes the other way round) in 

what is usually termed an SW plot. This allows us to identify states of the sample 

when points are clustered together. For sample A the SW plot is shown below in 

Figure 7 with three states marked. Points between the states indicate fractional 

annihilation of the positrons between those states; the closer the point to one state, a 

larger fraction of positrons annihilates there. 

The SW plot confirms what is seen in the S parameter plot. It shows an early 

near surface state change, which is the same as the crystallization state of bulk at 

135K.This is commonly accepted as the crystallization temperature for solid water 

[10]. This suggests that the surface state change is consistent with crystallization. 
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Figure 7: SW plot for sample A, showing 3 distinct states. (Copper state – black 

circle, Amorphous Solid Water – orange circle, Crystal water ice – red circle). Points on a line 

between 2 states mean that a fraction of positrons annihilate in one state and some in the other. 

Sample B 

This sample was grown similarly to sample A but at a higher water vapour 

base pressure. Although it has been grown for a fraction of the time, it is significantly 

thicker than sample A. It is expected to have a similar response although with more 

pores and vacancies present. The S parameter and the normalised P:V at different 

temperatures for sample B are shown below in figures 8 and 9 respectively. 
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Figure 8: The S parameter for sample B for different temperatures 
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Figure 9: The P:V for sample B for different temperatures 
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Although not so clearly seen, sample B behaves in the same manner as sample 

A, with an early near surface crystallization. Due to the initial bulk value of the S 

parameter being higher and the initial near surface S being lower, the crystallization is 

harder to see but still observable. The early nearsurface crystallization seems to occur 

at slightly lower temperatures (~ 80K). The different initial S parameter can be 

explained by the different growth of the sample; more pores and vacancies would alter 

the S parameter, in this case increase it. P:V shows a much longer diffusion length 

than sample A  of the order of microns  but decreases as the sample heats up; it also 

increases with temperature, both explained by a breaking up of long interconnected 

pores also seen in sample A. The absolute values of the S parameter can not be 

confidently compared for different temperatures as the sample is too thick and no 

clear copper value is seen for reference (so the data is not normalised). A nearsurface 

“bump” is seen in the S parameter at a temperature of 150K; sublimation could 

account for this. 

Furthermore, the sample was held at 150K and observed while it was 

subliming at positron incident energies of 1, 10 and 30keV. The results are shown in 

Figures 10 (S parameter) and 11 (P:V ratio). 
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Figure 10: S parameter for sample B as it sublimes at 150K for energies of 1, 10 and 

30 keV. 
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Figure 11: P:V for sample B as it sublimes at 150K for energies of 1, 10 and 30keV. 

Interestingly, while subliming, S increases at both 1 and 10keV (at 30keV S 

decreases with time since more copper is “seen” by the positrons as the ice film gets 

thinner). S then quickly drops to the copper S parameter as the sample completely 

sublimes. Similarly P:V decreases as the sample sublimes and then sharply increases 

to the P:V value of copper. The P:V change is greater for 1keV than for 10keV 

suggesting it is due to a change near the surface of the sample. Sublimation occurring 

throughout the sample would cause little “bubbles” of water vapour being trapped in 

solid water. These bubbles would mobilise as soon as they reach near surface, 

coagulating and popping. As a result, the S parameter affected by little vacancies (in 

this case small bubbles) would be the same throughout the sample, changing at the 

same rate, whereas the positronium would change throughout the sample but at a 

greater rate near the surface due to the coagulation of these pores and their opening to 

the vacuum. 
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Sample C 

Sample C is grown similarly to samples A and B but at a much lower water 

vapour base pressure and instead of being grown straight onto the copper cold finger, 

it is grown on a previous ice film sample that has been crystallised and cooled down. 

The growth rate was very slow and required hours to give a significantly thick sample. 

It is expected to have a more ordered structure than both samples A and B with fewer 

pores and vacancies. Its S parameter and P:V ratio are shown below in figures 12 and 

13 respectively. 
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Figure 12: S parameter for sample C at different temperatures. 
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Figure 13: P:V for sample C at different temperatures. 

As in sample B, sample C is quite thick, and therefore no reference value of 

copper is seen directly. This means that all the data are not normalised and cannot be 

confidently compared in absolute terms. Despite that, the shape of the S parameter 

holds some information. 

Being grown on a different substrate does not seem to have any particular 

effect. The S parameter remains flat up to a temperature of 100K where a slight 

increase is seen near the surface (pink points, figure12). This increases further at 

130K, suggesting a crystallization near the surface before it occurs in the bulk, 

consistent with samples A and B. It also strengthens the idea of the nearsurface 

crystallization temperature being dependent on the initial growth conditions  the 

faster a sample is grown, the lower the temperature at which it crystallises. The reason 

why there is a nearsurface increase in S after the sample is thought to have 

completely crystallised (135K) is not fully understood (but see sample E, later). 
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At the same time, P:V increases and shows a decrease in diffusion length as 

the sample temperature increases to 130K. Above 135K, i.e. where the sample is 

expected to crystallise, P:V drops to a value where it remains unaffected by further 

temperature changes. 

It is also seen that any changes occurring when the sample is heated up are 

completely irreversible. When it is cooled down both the S parameter and P:V remain 

the same (red points on figure 12and figure 13). 

Sample D 

In order to investigate whether the growth temperature has an effect on the 
7 

response of the sample, sample D was grown at 120K at 10 Torr. The S parameter 

and P:V were measured as the sample was being deposited, as shown in figures 14 

and 15 respectively. 
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Figure 14: S parameter for sample D as it grows, measured at incident positron 

energies of 1keV (white) 10keV (red) and 30keV(yellow) 
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Figure 15: P:V for sample D as it grows, measured at incident positron energies of 

1keV (white) 10keV (red) and 30keV(yellow) 

As expected, the sample was grown at a crystalline state and is stable; no 

change occurs over time. 

3.3.2 Discussion of samples A, B and C 

The collective data of Samples A, B and C were put side by side to be 

compared. Figure 16 shows the S parameter for bulk and figure 17 for surface for all 3 

samples. Figure 18 and 1 show the P:V ratios. 
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Figure 16: Collected data for bulk S parameters for samples A, B and C. 
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Figure 17: Collected data for bulk P:V for samples A, B and C. 
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Figure 18: Collected data for nearsurface S parameters for samples A, B and C. 
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Figure 19: Collected data nearsurface P:V for samples A, B and C. 
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The bulk of all three samples behave similarly. The S parameter increases and 

P:V decreases up to the point of crystallization which is at 135K for all three samples. 

Sample A’s P:V is slightly different at low temperatures which could be explained by 

an odd initial state when grown, but then follows the other two samples. 

For the surface, samples A and B seem to exhibit a constant increase in S but 

with a larger step at around 90K. Sample C’s surface crystallisation seems to occur at 

130K. P:V at the surface of the samples is similar to that in the bulk, with sample A 

having again an unusual P:V at very low temperatures. 

P:V at temperatures above 140K is lower due to the sublimation taking place, 

creating a localised increase in pressure right above the surface of the samples. It is 

also noticeable from sample A that changes that occur are irreversible when the 

sample is cooled. 

3.3.3 Post crystallization, Crystalline Solid Water: Results for samples E, F and G 

Sample E 

The sample has been grown at a high temperature (170K) meaning that it has 

been subliming and growing at the same time. The growth rate has been set to be 

greater (by the ambient water vapour pressure). This is estimated to have an effect on 

the structure of the sample, expecting numerous “bubbles” to exist throughout it. 

Measurements taken on the sample are without it growing and only subliming. 
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Figure 20: S parameter for sample E at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, 

inverted triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. Circles mean that the sample has 

been left to that temperature for a long period of time. 
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Figure 21: P:V for sample E at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, inverted 

triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. Circles mean that the sample has been left to 

that temperature for a long period of time. 
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From Figures 20 and 21 we can see a change that occurs between 150K and 

120K. This change is slow and completely reversible and only seen near the surface of 

the sample. It can also be said that the positronium fraction in the bulk is not zero and 

that it has a very long diffusion length towards the surface. The large “bubbles” 

expected to exist in the bulk could justify the appearance of positronium there and a 

vigorous ‘popping’ effect near the surface at temperatures ≥150K causing these 

bubbles to interconnect could explain the long diffusion and the changes occurring. In 

essence, when the sample is subliming (temperatures greater than 150K) its surface 

“fizzes”, creating tunnels and pathways for positrons and positronium to diffuse in 

from inside the bulk. As the sample disappears into the vacuum from the surface, new 

layers are revealed with more little bubbles that become more mobile as they 

approach the surface (evidence supported by the near surface ability to change easier 

than the bulk – as seen for low temperature solid ice) [11][12]. When it is cooled 

down to 120K sublimation ends and it undergoes a slow process (yellow triangles in 

figure 21 show a slow transition) where these tunnels seal up near the surface creating 

a thin “shell” around the sample and the number of positronium atoms that can diffuse 

to the surface decreases, increasing P:V (green triangles, figure 21). When the sample 

is heated up again to sublimation temperatures, the thin shell sublimes away, giving 

rise to exactly the same process described above. 

This mechanism can also explain the nearsurface rise in S parameter seen in 

sample C at 140K, which we were unable to explain earlier. 

Sample F 

Sample F is identical to sample E, except that it was grown at a higher water 
4 

vapour pressure (10 Torr). Measurements were taken as it cooled from 170 to 150 to 

120K, each temperature being maintained while repeating the measurements, and then 

heating up to 150 and 170K. It was allowed to grow very thick (~ tens microns) in 

order to have enough time for these measurements before complete sublimation. The 

S parameter is shown in figure 22 and P:V in figure 23. 
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Figure 22: S parameter for sample F at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, 

inverted triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. Green Triangles indicate the change 

over time (not instant change) at 120K 
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Figure 23: P:V for sample F at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, inverted 

triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. Green Triangles indicate the change over 

time (not instant change) at 120K 
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This sample has an identical response to sample E. It confirms a surface 

structural change that affects both the S parameter and the P:V between 120K and 

150K, which is completely reversible. It also shows that this change is not instant and 

it takes time to transit between the two states (cooling down green triangles, heating 

up yellow triangles – figures 22, 23). 

Investigating if any changes occur at even higher temperatures proved to be 

rather difficult. The maximum temperature was limited to 180K, since the ice 

sublimation rate was so high that the water vapour pressure above the sample became 

high enough to measurably attenuate the incident positron beam. 

Sample G 
4 

This sample was grown at 180K at 10 Torr, the limit of the experimental 

setup. The results are shown in Figures 24 for S and 25 for P:V. 
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Figure 24: S Parameter for sample G at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, 

inverted triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. At 180K (brown triangles) the 

observations continued until the sample was completely sublimed. 
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Figure 25: S parameter at 180K with repetitive measurements as the sample was 

subliming. 
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Figure 26: P:V for sample G at different temperatures. Triangles  heating, inverted 

triangles  cooling to the temperatures indicated. 
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Figure 27: P:V ratio at 180K with repetitive measurements as the sample was 

subliming. 

3.3.4. Discussion on samples E, F and G 

These data do not offer any significant new information. At 180K the sample 
4 

behaves exactly the same as 170K. Samples have also been grown at 140K at 10

4 4 
Torr, 150K 10 Torr and 160K 10 Torr without showing any significant differences. 

They all behaved in a similar manner to samples E, F and G. 

The preliminary data on sublimation offer hope that extended measurements 

of sublimation times vs sample temperature might yield information on the kinetics of 

sublimation. 

3.4 Conclusions 

VEPAS has proven to be a powerful nondestructive tool, with significant 

advantages over other techniques, when studying ice films at the low pressure – low 

temperature end of their phase diagram. It has demonstrated sensitivity to already

known phenomena such as the crystallisation of amorphous ice at ~135K, but also to 

discover new ones, such as the early surface crystallisation of amorphous ice at 

temperatures <135K, depending on the structure of the sample. The evolution of the 
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structure of both amorphous and crystalline ice has been successfully observed up to 

the limits of the technique. At high temperatures ice is subliming too fast to be 

studied, where at low temperatures background gases/vapours solidify on the surface 

of the samples. The low temperature limitation can be pushed further by using ultra 

high vacuum systems with pressures that are orders of magnitude lower. 

Sparked by the success of these measurements, future experiments could study 

the phase transitions of other solidified gases or liquids such as oxygen, with 

interesting alpha and beta phases. 
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CHAPTER 4: POSITRON ANNIHILATION STUDIES OF THIN 

FILMS, VACANCIES AND MATERIAL STRUCTURES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

All positron annihilation techniques, when coupled to a positron beam, are 

very powerful for studying thin films and depth profiling vacancies of various 

materials. They are highly sensitive to open volume point defects (i.e. down to 1 
7

missing atom in 10 [1]) and can provide information about the size of these volumes 

and the defect concentration. Every technique, as described in previous sections, has 

its own advantages and disadvantages. The positron annihilation method used for this 

project, VEPAS, is very useful in giving semiquantitative measurements of the 

number of vacancies in the material [2], a relative measurement of the vacancy or 

pore sizes and the atomic structure of the material. It offers nondestructive, 

straightforward and relatively quick measurements. Other techniques that can offer 

competitive or complementary information to that provided by VEPAS include the 

following: 

DLTS (Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy), developed in 1974 by D. V. Lang 

[3], studies space charge defects in the depletion regions of electronic devices. It does 

so with the use of voltage pulses in reverse bias. This decreases the size of the 

depletion region and allows free carriers to flow in the newly uncovered electric field 

free areas, recharging defects. The device then returns to equilibrium at the end of the 

pulse. The useful data comes from the direct measurement of the capacitance caused 

by these defects. DLTS has a higher sensitivity than almost any other semiconductor 

diagnostic technique  e.g. in Si it can detect impurities and defects at a concentration 
12 

of one part in 10 of the material host atoms [4]. Its extreme sensitivity along with the 

experimental simplicity make this an attractive process but it is very limited to the 

defects and materials it can study. 

Electron spin resonance (ESR) [5] was observed by Yevgeny Zavoisky in 

1944. It excels in studying chemical species with unpaired electrons. The basis for this 

technique is similar to that of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), but instead of 

exciting spins of nuclei, it excites spins of electrons. It is limited to certain defects and 
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bulk materials with appropriate magnetic properties, but has been widely used, 

sometimes in conjunction with other techniques, to provide information on a wide 

variety of defects (e.g. the work of Watkins and collaborators over many years [6]). 

High Resolution TEM [7] creates an atomic scale image of the crystal structure 

of materials. It has a high resolution, of the order of 0.08nm, making it a powerful 

technique when studying materials at the nanoscale, e.g. semiconductors. 

Unfortunately it is a destructive process that requires delicate sample treating and 

preparation. Thin slices of the samples are taken, making it impossible to study the 

same sample as it evolves, i.e. through annealing temperatures. 

X ray diffraction [8,9] is a technique that utilises xrays to study the crystalline 

structure of materials. It is nondestructive. It directly measures the intensity of xrays 

being scattered by a sample at different angles (incident to scattered angle) and can 

create three dimensional electron density diagram. From this diagram, the mean 

atomic positions can be found as well as atomic disorder. However, its use in the 

study of thin films required glancingangle geometry. 

Neutron Scattering [9] describes a number of techniques where samples are 

subjected to neutron radiation and the deflection of neutrons is measured. Neutrons 

interact with the nuclei of materials and their deflection can relate to the material 

structure and magnetic order. There are two main categories of neutron scattering 

elastic and inelastic. The first is when a neutron interacts with a nucleus but does 

excite it, i.e. the neutron does not lose any of its injected energy or gain any. The latter 

processes involves an energetic excitation or relaxation by the neutron, i.e. the 

injected neutron's energy contributes in creating an excitation or the neutron by 

absorbs the excess energy from a relaxation. They can study almost all forms of 

condensed matter and they can be produced readily (but expensively) at a nuclear 

reactor. This technique is, like Xray diffraction, usually applied to bulk 

measurements, and is more commonly used to study the arrangements of atoms rather 

than vacancies. 
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Scanning Probe Microscopy [10] techniques are numerous, measuring 

different aspects of surface properties. They all incorporate a probe which is scanned 

across the surface of a sample which can vibrate at near resonance frequencies or 

hover steadily but differ in what they measure. Most popular ones are; AFM [10] 

which measures the atomic forces between the scanning probe (tip) and the surface 

atoms, STM [10] which measures the current of electrons tunnelling from the sample 

surface into the scanning probe, MFM which measures the magnetic forces between 

the scanning probe and the surface and other. All these techniques are very powerful 

and can provide information at an atomic level and at the same time be used as 

engineering tools in manipulating atoms. Nevertheless they are very limited to the 

type of samples they can study, each with its own specialisation, and cannot provide 

any information past the first (or sometimes second) atomic layer. 

Despite the plethora of other techniques and their numerous advantages, 

Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy has features which makes it an appropriate 

technique for the experiments described in the following section. It is a non

destructive technique that can provide depth profiles of structure imperfections, 

vacancies, and impurities. It is easy to run (given a working experimental setup) and 

relatively quick. It is also found to be very useful for studying the same sample as it 

evolves, e.g. with annealing temperature. 

4.2 POSITRON STUDIES OF SILICON RICH SILICA FOR OPTICAL 

AMPLIFICATION 

4.2.1 Erbiumdoped siliconrich silica: Introduction 

Photonic materials are, in general, materials that have useful optical properties 

for both fundamental research and applications. There are almost no silicon based 

photonic materials due to some of silicon’s basic properties [11]. Firstly, silicon emits 

photons at wavelengths of no interest (i.e. wavelengths widely used by 

telecommunications) due to its wide band gap. It also makes photon emitting very 

hard due to its indirect band gap, i.e. a band gap in which the minimum energy 

transition gap between the valance band and the conduction band is shifted by a k

vector. This kvector shift corresponds to a difference in momentum. Silicon has 
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always been a semiconductor that would be preferred for optical applications if it did 

not have these limiting properties. Silicon is cheap and widely used in electronics 

(would making photonic – electronic integrations easy) and methods and techniques 

for processing are quite advanced. A promising siliconbased material to serve as an 

optical source and/or amplifier is erbium (Er) doped silica (SiO2) with silicon (Si) 

nanoclusters. [11] 

Light emitting devices are required to emit light efficiently in a controlled way 

at a useful wavelength. They use electron transitions in different energy levels in 

order to create photons or to power up the system. These transitions fall into 3 main 

categories [12]: 

Higher 
energy 
level photon


photon


Lower 
energy 
level 

a) Absorption b) Spontaneous emission c) Stimulated emission 

Figure 1: The three basic electron transition mechanisms considered in photonics. 

a)	 Absorption: When an incoming photon has an energy exactly matching the 

gap of two energy levels of an atom and there is an available electron in the 

lower level and an available hole in the higher, the photon gets absorbed and 

the electron is then excited to the higher energy level. 

b)	 Spontaneous emission: Excited electrons have a relative lifetime of de

excitation to a lower energy level (assuming there is a state available). This 

deexcitation is a probabilistic effect and when it happens it emits a photon of 

energy exactly the same as the energy difference of the two energy levels. 

c)	 Stimulated emission: Excited electrons can be stimulated into deexciting by 

an incoming photon whose energy is matching that of the deexcitation (i.e. 

the energy difference of the two energy levels). The result is two coherent 

photons. 

For a photon travelling through a medium, absorption and stimulated emission 

are the transitions of interest. Their probability of occurring is solely affected by the 
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population of electrons available in the two energy states involved so in order to have 

a good amplifier or light source, there has to be a way of exciting electrons 

completely independent of the communication signal (photons travelling through the 

medium) i.e. achieving population inversion. This is usually achieved by using 

different wavelength photons (pumping light) to excite electrons to an even higher 

energy state from which they deexcite relatively fast to the energy state of interest, 

also known as a three state system. Four state systems can also be used. 

Erbiumdoped silica with silicon nanoclusters is based on the three level 

system but utilises the property of silicon nanoclusters to transfer energy of their 

excited electrons to nearby erbium atoms figure 2. Erbium, a rare earth material, emits 

light at 1550nm, a wavelength widely used by communication networks, and silicon is 

a broad band absorber but completely transparent to the 1550nm. Therefore a cheap 

LED can be used to pump high energy light in the system (usually in the visible 

range) and excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. Then the 

electrons drop to a lower energy within the conduction band at which a transition is 

available to the valence band with energy matching a transition in the erbium. The 

silicon electron deexcites and simultaneously the erbium electron excites to a higher 

energy state (E3), quickly deexcites to E2 from which stimulated or spontaneous 

emission would occur (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: A simplified representation of the erbium doped silica with silicon nanocluster 

amplifying operation. 

The mechanics of the energy transfer from the nanocluster to the erbium ions 

is unknown, and it is debated whether it is done by the interface of the nanocluster or 

its bulk. VEPAS can be potentially used to provide more information on the state of 

the interface [13]. 

Positrons are also a powerful tool in studying the evolution of the formation of 

these nanoclusters at different annealing temperatures and correlate them with their 

optical activity. 
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4.2.2. VEPAS measurements of Er doped silicon rich silica. 

The first samples received [14] had been prepared using a variation of doping 

techniques, doping levels (i.e. erbium concentrations), and different preparation steps, 

as shown in Table 1. 

Sample 
number 

Er 
concentration 

(cm
2
) 

Er Doping 
technique 

Si implanted + 
annealed? 

Anneal in forming 
gas (N2:H2, 
95%:5%) ? 

11 8x10
14 

Diffusion Yes No 

12 8x10
14 

Implant Yes No 

14 8x10
14 

Diffusion No No 

15 8x10
14 

Implant No No 

11H 8x10
14 

Diffusion Yes Yes 

12H 8x10
14 

Implant Yes Yes 

16 3x10
14 

Diffusion Yes No 

17 3x10
14 

Implant Yes No 

19 3x10
14 

Diffusion No No 

20 3x10
14 

Implant No No 

16H 3x10
14 

Diffusion Yes Yes 

17H 3x10
14 

Implant Yes Yes 

Table 1: Initial batch of samples investigated to evaluate factors affecting the 
sensitivity of positrons to material features. 

Initially measurements were taken to investigate whether positrons are 

sensitive to any of the material features in the samples listed in Table 1 and, if so, 

what information they can provide about them. S parameter measurements were thus 

taken for all these samples and plotted and compared. 

The results seen in Figures 3 and 4 suggest that positrons are not directly 

sensitive to the Er ions, but can see the vacancies associated with their implantation. It 

is also seen that the effect of the nanoclusters as seen by positrons is greater than the 

effect of Er. Hydrogenation of samples also seems interesting as it eliminates the 

trapping sites for positrons and increases the positron diffusivity in the material. 
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Figure 3: S parameter measurements for samples with Si nanocrystals. Samples 11,

12 (Er implanted/diffused), and 16, 17 (same, lower Er dose), directly comparing the effect of

the doping techniques and doping levels
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Figure 4: S parameter measurements for samples 11, 11H (with nanocrystals, with 
and without H), and 14 (same as 11 but no nanocrystals), directly comparing the effect of the 
hydrogenation and nano clusters. 
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4.2.3 Evolution of Si nanoclusters 

Further samples (Table 2) were fabricated [14] in order to investigate the 

effect of annealing time and temperature on the material and specifically on the nano 

clusters, ideally forming a timeline for their formation and nature. S parameter 

measurements are shown in Figure 5. 

Sample 
number 

Annealing 
temperature 

Annealing time Si implantation 
energy 

nSi 1 1100
0
C 1 second 80 keV 

nSi 2 1100
0
C 5 seconds 80 keV 

nSi 3 1100
0
C 10 seconds 80 keV 

nSi 4 1100
0
C 100 seconds 80 keV 

nSi 5 1100
0
C 1 hour 80 keV 

nSi 6 900
0
C 1 hour 80 keV 

Table 2: Second batch of samples for the investigation of the evolution of the nanoclusters. 
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Figure 5: S(E) for the family of samples of SiO2 with Si nano clusters on Si bulk 

annealed for different times and at different temperatures (see Table 2). 
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Two models may be applied to explain the measurements shown in figure 5. 

Before describing these models, we consider first the simulation of the distribution of 

vacancies created and of the implanted Si atoms using software called SRIM [15] 

(Figure 6). This simulation does not model any postimplantation ion or vacancy 

movement, calculating only their distribution at the moment of implantation. 

Figure 6: (Left) Vacancies created in SiO2: (Right) Si ion distribution for the 
implantation of Si atoms at 80keV. 

The first of the two possible fitting models applied to the data was a three

layer model: 

1
st 
layer: Heavily damaged siliconrich silica. As the sample gets annealed at 

1100ºC the excess silicon starts to form nanoclusters which grow in size with 

time. The S parameter decreases with increased cluster size and the nanoclusters 

move deeper in the sample. The S parameter associated with the nano clusters 

dominates that due to the vacancies. 
nd 
2 layer: SiO2 – a constant characteristic S parameter. 
rd 
3 layer: Si bulk  a constant characteristic S parameter. 

The second possible fitting model involves four layers, separating the vacancies from 

the nano clusters and not requiring any cluster movement in silica: 

1
st 
layer: A very thin layer near the surface (~50100nm) heavily populated by 

vacancies (see figure 6). The S parameter of this layer remains constant 
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throughout the annealing steps as 1 second would be enough to form small, 

stable multivacancy clusters. 
nd 
2 layer: A layer extending from ~ 80150nm consisting of vacancies and 

silicon atoms. During the annealing steps vacancies would not change by much, 

whilst the Si atoms move around clustering together; the longer the annealing, 

the bigger the clusters. For sample nSi1 the clusters would be too small to be 

seen by positrons but their affinity will increase with their size, and eventually 

their S parameter dominates that of the vacancies. 
rd 
3 layer: SiO2  a constant characteristic S parameter. 
th 
4 layer: Si bulk  a constant characteristic S parameter. 

Both models are very similar, but the latter seems more realistic. Nanoclusters are 

relatively big and would not be very mobile in silica. Furthermore, the second model 

takes into account the difference in depth in the distribution of vacancies and 

implanted Si as demonstrated by SRIM. Therefore, even though the first model is 

mathematically possible, it does not seem to reflect the physical aspects of the 

material as well. 

4.2.4 Positron measurements of optically active silicon rich silica 

An interesting question in the area of light emission from Si nanocluster 

systems is whether the interface of a nanocluster is involved in the energy transfer 

from the nano cluster itself to nearby Er ions. It is argued by some that the energy 

transfer happens from the bulk and by others from the surface of the nano clusters 

[16,17]. In attempt to answer this question the positron response was recorded when 

the samples were illuminated by light of wavelength ~ 470nm, thereby exciting 

electrons in the nanoclusters. To illuminate the samples while taking positron 

measurements; LEDs were mounted on the sample holder (Figure 7). The light used 

in all the measurements is of wavelength 470nm (blue) and the LEDs [18] had a 

narrow illumination angle (30º). The power input range was 04W but the exact LED 

output is unknown as the diodes heat up significantly in vacuum, lowering their 

efficiency. 

The results of S parameter measurements for sample nSi 5 with and without 

illumination are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: LED 

arrangement on the sample 

holder, illuminating the 

sample with blue light 

(470nm). 
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Figure 8: Sample nSi 5 unilluminated (pink symbols) and illuminated with blue light 

(470nm) (cyan symbols). 
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The effect of changing LED power on S values at positron energies of 1.5 and 

3 keV (corresponding to mean depths of 33 and 100 nm, respectively) is shown in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: The effect of light at different LED input power on S parameters at 
positron energies of 1.5keV and 3keV, corresponding to mean depths of 33 and 100 nm. 

In order to probe whether any change seen was due to the nano clusters 

specifically or if it could be seen in any SiSiO2 interface, simple SiO2Si samples 

were fabricated, with the interface at the same depth as the nanoclusters in the 

previous samples. All the data were fitted by VEPFIT and the difference between fits 

was examined with and without illumination. No significant difference was observed. 

In order to illuminate with light of higher intensity a different arrangement of 

the LEDs was constructed, as shown below. The arrangement had 24 LEDs of similar 

specifications as before. 
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Figure 10: 24 LED arrangement for more intense sample illumination, off(left) and on(right). 

The 24 LED setup was used with sample nSi5 in order to induce a larger 

change in positron response on illumination (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: The effect of light on sample nSi5 studied with the 24 LED setup. The S 

parameter difference is the difference between fitted S(E) plots with and without illumination at 

maximum power. 
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Sample nSi5 was studied again after eight months, but the effect of


illumination was considerably smaller than had originally been observed in Figure 11. 

This could be explained by an ageing of the sample – e.g., the outdiffusion of 

hydrogen atoms at room temperature. If this is true, then hydrogen has a significant 

role in the optical activity of the nano clusters or it greatly affects the response of 

positrons to it. To investigate and check this argument, it was attempted to re

introduce hydrogen in the sample by annealing in forming gas (5% H 95%N) at 475ºC 

for 15 minutes. This resulted in an increase in the effect of the light on the sample (see 

Figure 12), although not to the level originally seen. 
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Figure 12: Effect of light on the nSi5.1 sample after 8 months (blue) and after re
annealed in forming gas (cyan). 

In order to confirm the results above, sample nSi6 (having no preformed 

nanoclusters) was annealed on site at 1100ºC in forming gas for 30 minutes in order to 

create nano clusters and to introduce H. The sample was relabelled nSi7. This sample 

was then illuminated by the 24 blue LEDs (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Difference between fitted S values with and without 24 LED illumination 
of sample nSi7. 

The response of nSi7 has features similar to the results for nSi5  i.e., an 

increase in S in the region where nano clusters are present when illuminated. The 

magnitude of this change is relatively small, but significant enough to allow us to 

verify that positrons can measure the response of the nano clusters to light. 

All the samples investigated so far did not have Er implanted. Er in these 
3+ 

samples “activates” when the sample is annealed, i.e. becomes Er [19]. The 
3+ 

localised charge of Er would be expected to repel positrons, not allowing them to 

annihilate in their immediate surroundings. To investigate this, sample 12H was 

studied but at a later time  i.e., the sample was aged. To try to compensate for the 

ageing process, the sample was then reannealed at 475 ºC in forming gas for 15 

minutes, now labelled as 12H.1. The effect of light for both cases is shown in Figures 

14 and 15 below. 
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Figure 14: effect of light on sample 12H, a hydrogenated sample with Er3+ ions. 
This sample was also aged. 
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3+ 
Figure 15: effect of light on sample 12H.1, a hydrogenated sample with Er ions. 

This sample was aged but annealed in forming gas at 475 ºC for 15 minutes to reintroduce 
hydrogen. 
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The responses seen in figures 14and 15 above can be explained by: 
3+ 

 either the Er ions shielding the nanocluster interface from positrons 

creating an artificial dip in the S parameter increase when illuminated 
3+ 

 or by a quenching of the light effect by the Er ions due to the 

energy transfer to them from the nano clusters. 
3+ 

In both cases, the Er ions seem to have migrated towards the surface when the 

sample was annealed (12H.1). 

4.2.5 Conclusions 

VEPAS has here provided useful information about the evolution of silicon 

nanoclusters during the annealing of Sirich silica. Although the detailed 

interpretation of the raw data may take more than one form  further experimentation 

may shed more light on the most likely model – it is clear that positrons are sensitive 

to the growth and defect structure of the nanocrystals. 

The results for the experiments performed under constant illumination are 

encouraging. These show the ability of positrons to monitor the activity of electrons 

during the absorption of light. It also helps to elucidate the answer to the question as 

to whether the optical activity of silicon nanoclusters, and also the energy transfer 

from those nanoclusters to nearby Er ions, is done from the surface of the nanoclusters 

or its bulk. This can be proven to be very useful in the early days of silicon photonics 

and, maybe one day, photonic computers. 

This section highlights the capabilities of VEPAS in studying the structure of 

semiconductors down to an atomic level. It also shows the versatility of the technique 

in studying minute changes in the electronic energy states induced by controlled 

variables such as the illumination of the samples. 
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4.3 VEPAS STUDIES OF Ar PLASMA TREATED TIO2 

4.3.1. Ar plasma treated TiO2: Introduction 

The State Key Laboratory of Silicon Materials and Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering, Zhejiang University provided samples to study with a slow 

positron beam. These samples had oxygen vacancies created in them in order to 

enhance their electroluminescence. [20] 

Both thin (~ 100nm) and thick (~ 900 nm) TiO2 films were prepared. The 

films were formed by thermal oxidation of Ti sputtered on to silicon at 500ºC in 

oxygen ambient for 5h. The samples were then treated by Ar plasma in PECVD. It has 

been reported that oxygen vacancies can be introduced by Ar plasma [21]. 

It is thought that the region affected by Ar plasma treatment may be within ~ 40 

nm from the surface [20]. There were six samples: 

Thin TiO2 films (~ 100nm): 

TiO2 1: nontreated 

TiO2 2: Ar plasma: 30sccm, 300ºC, 50W, 1h 

TiO2 3: Ar plasma: 100sccm, 300ºC, 50W, 1h 

Thick TiO2 films (~ 900nm): 

TiO2 4: nontreated 

TiO2 5: Ar plasma: 30sccm, 300ºC, 50W, 1h 

TiO2 6: Ar plasma: 30sccm, 300ºC, 50W, 3h 

[Note: sccm = standard cubic centimetres per minute (Ar flow rate).] 

4.3.2. Experimental procedure and results 

A pure bulk TiO2 sample was obtained (from Goodfellow) [22] as a reference 

standard. The positron parameters S and W were measured as a function of incident 

positron energy. The data were all normalised to the parameter values for bulk Si, and 

selected data sets were fitted using the standard code VEPFIT. 
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Figure 1: S parameter measurement of TiO2 samples treated in Ar plasma 

The difference between samples 1 and 3 seems real (data were reproducible). 

There is no convincing difference between data for samples 1 and 2, and for samples 

4,5 and 6. It does appear that the ‘film S’ for sample 6 is a little lower than for 

samples 4 and 5, but across the whole film (ie not just the plasmaaffected region), so 

this is either not real (and perhaps due to a normalisation problem – we do not 

measure directly the bulk substrate S value for samples 4,5 and 6) or the original film 

was slightly different before plasma treatment. It could be that the higher Ar flow rate 

was the significant variable for the treated samples – samples with the lower flow rate 

(30 sccm) showed similar data. 

The fits are all acceptable, with the bulk Si positron diffusion length L fixed at 

200nm, but the film thickness, layer S and L values were freely fitted. Fit results for 

samples 1, 3 and 4 are as follows (uncertainties shown are in last significant digits): 
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Sample Layer thickness 

(nm) 

Layer S Layer L (nm) 

1 78 (1) 0.8795 (2) 14 (1) 

3 83 (2) 0.8950 (2) 12 (1) 

4 layer 1: 150 (35) 0.8680 (2) 11(0.5) 

layer 2: 740 (25) 0.8790 (2) Small – with large 

uncertainty 

Bulk TiO2 crystal n/a 0.8285 (2) 45 (2) 

Table 1: Fitted values of S, layer thickness and diffusion length for samples 1, 3 and 4. 

The data for samples 4,5 & 6 had to be fitted with two film layers (total 

thickness ~ 900nm), the first layer having a lower S value. 
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Figure 2: S parameter vs W parameter plot for samples 1 and 3, identifying different 

states. 
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The (S,W) points for the two films and for the bulk crystal are roughly on a 

line (see Figure 2). This suggests that both the asgrown film (sample 1) and the Ar

treated film (sample 3) contain defects of a similar type, at different concentrations. It 

is difficult to estimate any defect concentrations reliably, as we do not know the S (or 

W) values characteristic of the defects present in the films. Analysis based on 

diffusion length values is unreliable, especially as VEPFIT can yield a range of S and 

L values for a thin film. It also appears from the data that changes in the positron 

response are only seen for Ar plasma treatment at the higher flow rate (100 sccm) – 

very little which is conclusive is seen if the rate is 30 sccm. 

4.3.3. Discussion and conclusions 

The nature of any defects introduced by Ar plasma treatment is difficult to 

determine from VEPAS alone. However, it can be seen that the number of defects 

increases. It is found that oxygen vacancies are generated within a certain depth of 

TiO2 films by the Arion bombardment. 

Usually when one introduces defects in an oxide, the S parameter decreases 

[23,24] (because of the oxygen electrons). However, if oxygen vacancies are 

introduced then perhaps the S can increase [25].  There is a small decrease in film S 

between samples 4 and 6, as opposed to the definite increase seen between samples 1 

and 3. It is unclear why there appears to be two film qualities (ie two values of S) for 

the thicker films – i.e. between about 0150nm and 150900nm). It would therefore be 

useful to try to introduce even more damage so that saturation trapping is reached in 

the film. 

VEPAS results have shown a correlation between the defects present and the 

electroluminescence measured with other techniques, and it is thought that the 

increase in the concentration of oxygen vacancies in TiO2 films is responsible for the 

enhanced EL from the TiO2/p
+
Si heterostructurebased devices. 

4.4 POSITRON BEAM STUDIES OF HE IMPLANTED NSI WAFERS 

4.4.1. Very low energy He ion implantation: Introduction 

Three samples were prepared (Table 1) by Varian Semiconductor Equipment 

Associates Inc [26], and have been studied by VEPAS in a short series of pilot 

measurements to evaluate the potential usefulness of the technique in characterising 
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the structure of such samples. The samples were expected to have very nearsurface 

amorphised regions . 

Sample He implantation energy Implantation dose 

V1 1keV 10
17 

cm 2 

V2 2.5keV 10
17 

cm 2 

V3 7.5keV 10
17 

cm 2 

Table 1: He ion energies and doses for the three samples provided by Varian. 

Varian provided TEM images of three similar samples, which are shown below. Also 

shown below in Figure 3 are the VEPAS measurements for the three samples. 

The TEM image of sample V1 shows an amorphous layer with He bubbles 

extending from surface to depth of ~ 37nm, a transition layer which contains both 

amorphous and crystalline regions ~6nm thick, and a damaged but crystalline endof

range region that extends ~10nm below the transition layer 

The corresponding depths and thicknesses for samples V2 and V3 deduced 

from the TEM images are, respectively: 73, 20, 20nm, and 83, 73, 40 nm. 

37nm 

6nm 
10nm 

Image 1 a): TEM image of 
sample V1 

73nm 

20nm 

20nm 

Image 1 b): TEM image of 
sample V2 

83nm 

73nm 

40nm 

α layer 

α/c layer 

damaged 
c layer 

Image 1 c): TEM image of 
sample V3 
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4.4.2. Results, analysis and discussion
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Figure 3: The S parameter of samples V1, V2 and V3 and a reference measurement 

of Si from the back side of the samples. 

The TEM image of sample V1 shows an amorphous layer with He bubbles 

extending from surface to depth of ~ 37nm, a transition layer which contains both 

amorphous and crystalline regions ~6nm thick, and a damaged but crystalline endof

range region that extends ~10nm below the transition layer 

The corresponding depths and thicknesses for samples V2 and V3 deduced 

from the TEM images are, respectively: 73, 20, 20nm, and 83, 73, 40 nm. 

The raw data (Fig. 3) has been fitted assuming the samples to have a layered 

structure using the standard code VEPFIT described in previous sections. It was found 

that none of the raw data could be fitted with a simple twolayer model (ie, 

amorphised layer with high S and underlying bulk Si with S = 1). Instead we have to 

have a thin highlydamaged layer, with S ~ 1.07, followed either by (a) a second 

damaged layer with S ~ 1.01  1.03, (b) a thin interface state (positron sink) with S ~ 

1.011.04, or (c), for the 1keV sample only, a second damaged layer with S ~ 1.04. 

The differences between positron responses for the three samples are clear from the 

raw data above; data points for the 1keV sample are higher than for the other two 
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samples in the 320keV region, even though the primary damage is in a thinner layer. 

This means that positrons are diffusing from the bulk Si to a region of higher S than is 

the case in the other two samples. 

The results of fits were only deemed acceptable if S parameters and positron 

diffusion lengths in the layers were physically realistic, as well as requiring good χ2 
. 

1 keV He – sample V1 

1.000 

200nm 

1.000 

B 200nm 

Si substrate 

S parameter: 1.066 1.000 

C Diffusion 1nm 200nm 
length: 

Layer width: 24nm Si substrate 

Three equally acceptable fits – A, B and C below  were obtained: 

S parameter:1.064 1.039 

A Diffusion: 1nm 3nm 
length 

Layer width:35nm 20nm Si substrate 

S parameter: 1.062 

Diffusion 1nm 
length: 

Layer width: 50nm 

1.038 

0 nm 

1nm 

1.030 (amorphous Si?) 

15nm 

86nm 

Figure 4: Illustration of three possible fits (A, B and C) for sample V1 



The high S values for the topmost layers are consistent with saturation


trapping in vacancy clusters the size of hexavacancies. However, it is thought that 
1

large cavities of diameter ~ 10 nm may look like silicon to positrons, as they are 

likely to be trapped on the internal ‘clean’ surfaces of such nanovoids. Therefore, this 

S value may be the result of a mixture of trapping in cavities (with S ~ 1) and smaller 

clusters (with S ranging from 1.04 to 1.13). 

The second layer in fit A is consistent with saturation trapping in divacancies, or a 

mixture such as described above: in fit B a thin positron sink exists, and in fit C a 

thicker layer exists with an S value consistent with earlier measurements on 

amorphous Si. 

2.5 keV He – sample V2 

Two equally acceptable fits were obtained: 

S parameter: 1.074 1.023 

Diffusion length: 1nm 0.1nm 

Layer width: 75nm 1nm 

1.000 

A 200nm 

Si substrate 

S parameter: 1.074 1.018 

Diffusion length:1nm 6nm 

Layer width: 70nm 40nm 

1.000 

B 200nm 

Si substrate 

Figure 5: Illustration of 2 possible fits for sample V2 

The high S values for the topmost layers indicate trapping in vacancy clusters and 

possibly cavities, as discussed for the 1keV sample. 
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The second layer in fit A is consistent with a thin positron sink, and in fit B a thicker 

layer with an S value which is not readily recognisable – if real, this must be due to a 

mixture of trapping as in the topmost layer, but in smaller clusters/cavities. 

7.5 keV He – sample V3 

Two equally acceptable fits were obtained: 

S parameter: 1.074 1.013 1.000 

A Diffusion length : 9nm 1nm 200nm 

Layer width: 145nm 1nm Si substrate 

S parameter: 1.0725 1.012 1.000 

B Diffusion length: 9nm 11nm 200nm 

Layer width: 145nm 46nm Si 

Figure 6: Illustration of two possible fits for sample V3 

The high S values for the topmost layers indicate trapping in vacancy clusters 

and possibly cavities, as discussed for the 1keV sample. Remarks on the fit results for 

the second layers in fits A and B are as for the 2.5keV sample. 

The layer thicknesses obtained from the fitting procedure should be taken as 

indications rather than absolute accurate values. The most appropriate positron 

implantation profiles have been used. Data for all three samples can be fitted with a 

thin interface which is a perfect positron sink. However, the S parameter 

characteristic of these interfaces is different in each case – which is not very 

convincing. The data can also be fitted using a 2040nmthick second layer – but, as 

for the thin interface, the S parameters for these layers have to be different for each 
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sample. In this case, however, this could be explained by a different mix of cluster 

sizes (going from larger to smaller from 1 to 7.5keV implants). The 1keV sample is 

the only one for which a good fit could be obtained with a substantial second layer 

with characteristics consistent with previous measurements of amorphous silicon. 

Nevertheless it seems that neither of the VEPFIT fittings agrees with the TEM studies 

of the samples. A possible explanation for this is that VEPAS is sensitive to different 

sample features than TEM, i.e. different sized pores and vacancies. 

4.4.3.	 Very high energy He ion implantation –samples from McMaster University 

Highenergy (3 and 10 MeV) Heimplanted Si samples were provided by 

McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada [27], to be investigated by VEPAS. The aim 

was to see if positrons can observe an effect on the damage distribution in Si due to 

the spatial separation of interstitials and vacancies (i.e., the existence of vacancyrich 

and interstitialrich regions). 

4.4.4.	 Results 

The results were again fitted using VEPFIT and are plotted on figure 7. 
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Figure 7: S parameter plot for He implanted Si samples at different energies and 

different implantation doses. 
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The numerical values of the fits are shown in table 2 below.


He ion Energy Layer 2 Layer 3 
dose (MeV) 
(cm

2
) 

S L(nm) Layer 
Width(nm) 

S L(nm) Layer 
Width (nm) 

5e12 3 0.515 58 500 0.518 40 3000 

10 0.511 50 3500 0.515 40 6000 

1e13 3 0.516 36 700 0.517 30 3000 

10 0.514 106 3500 0.515 40 6000 

5e13 3 0.517 50 500 0.519 30 3300 

10 0.516 111 3500 0.517 41 6000 

1e14 3 0.518 36 700 0.521 30 3300 

10 0.517 80 3500 0.521 50 6000 

Table 2: Parameter values from VEPFIT for the He implanted Si samples: He ion 
dose and energy and given in the first two columns 

The results of these fits listed in table 2 above can be summarised as follows: 

1) The deeper boundaries are more or less the same, affected only slightly by 

the ion dose at 3MeV (the higher the dose the deeper the boundary is, 3000 to 

3300nm). The first layer boundaries range between 500nm and 700nm for 3MeV ions. 

2) The S parameter increases with ion dose and decreases with ion energy in 

both layers, and it is always higher in the second layer. 

3) The positron diffusion length L is a less reliable VEPFIT parameter since at 

near saturation trapping it can be given a wide range of values without changing the 

goodness of fit measurably. However, note that the second layer has always a lower 

diffusion than the first one. 

4.4.5.	 Conclusions 

Conclusions from the MeV He data fitting are that: 

1) The range of depths over which the damage is observed is consistent for all 

samples: 

2) The S parameter increases with ion dose as the vacancytype damage 

concentration increases, and it reaches saturation at about 0.521 (4% 
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higher than silicon) – characteristic of the divacancy. It is lower for 

10MeV He ions since the damage is spread further and the defect 

concentration is lower. 

3)	 The peak in vacancy damage concentration at deeper depths was 

represented by the higher S value in the second layer, which reached 

saturation trapping values of 1.04 only for the two samples implanted with 
14 2 

10	 ions cm . 

4.5.	 SILICON NANOCLUSTERS IN SILICON NITRIDE LAYERS: THE 

EFFECT OF SILICON CONCENTRATION 

4.5.1. Si rich SiN: Introduction 

This section describes the structural evolution of Si rich SiN samples at 

different annealing temperatures. The purpose of this is to find a correlation, if any, 

between the structure of the samples and their optical properties, e.g. 

photoluminescence. Sample specifications are shown in Table 1; T016 and T018 

represent silicon rich silicon nitride (SRSN) films with low and high excess silicon 

concentrations respectively, while T023 has an intermediate composition. Likewise, 

TFNH314 and SRSN5 have low excess Si concentrations while TFNH312 and 

SRSN4 have high excess Si concentrations. Annealing was performed for 60 min in a 

quartz tube furnace or in a Rapid Thermal Annealer for 30s. 

Optical measurements performed at McMaster University [27] show that the 

emissions from all SRSN films follow the general trend of redshifting with higher Si 

content, which is an expected result of the average silicon nanocluster diameter 

increasing [28]. The most intense emissions are usually from films annealed at low 

temperatures, peaking at ~600ºC in high excess Si samples and ~800ºC in low excess 

Si samples. The reason for the decay in intensity at higher temperatures is uncertain, 

so analysis of defects as a function annealing temperature could provide some 

important insight. 

TFNH307 is an interesting sample since RBS [29] suggests it is a slightly nitrogen

rich silicon nitride film and its PL properties do not follow the trends observed in the 
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SRSN samples. Instead, it has no PL until ~1000ºC when it abruptly becomes highly 

intense around 510nm and then decays at higher temperatures. It is believed that this 

emission is through a defect level and its xray absorption spectra show a large peak at 

the N Kedge. 

VEPAS measurements were made on all the samples, and VEPFIT fits to the 

normalised raw data are presented in Figs. 511 below. 

Sample Film Type Ann. Temps (ºC) Growth Technique Thickness (Å) 

TFNH307 NRSN 700  1100 (N2) PECVD ~2500 

TFNH312 SRSN 

600 – 1100 (NH) 
700 (N2) 

700 (N2) RTA 

PECVD 

2222 

TFNH314 SRSN 600 – 1000 (NH) PECVD 2573 

T016 SRSN 700 – 1100 (NH) ICP CVD 3004 

T018 SRSN 700 – 1100 (NH) ICP CVD 2487 

T023 SRSN N/A ICP CVD 2503 

T025 SRSN N/A ICP CVD 20001 

T026 SRSN N/A ICP CVD 20021 

T031 SRSN N/A ICP CVD 20048 

SRSN4 SRSN N/A ECR PECVD 1195 

SRSN5 SRSN N/A ECR PECVD 792 
Tb012 Tb doped SRSO 1200 unknown ~1000 
Tb016 Tb doped ORSO 700 unknown ~1000 

Table 4.1. List of Sirich SiN samples (with two SiO2 samples) grown by CVD 
(chemical vapour deposition) and subjected to different annealing regimes. SRSN = Sirich 
SiN: SRSO = Sirich SiO2: NRSN = Nrich SiN: ORSO = Orich SiO2. NH = forming gas 
(95% N2, 5% H2). RTA = rapid thermal annealing. PE = plasmaenhanced: ICP = 
inductivelycoupled: ECR = electron cyclotron resonance. 
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4.5.2. Results and discussion 
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Figure 8: Sample TFNH312 after annealing at different temperatures in 
different gases. The orange band represents the SiN film (mean positron depth at 
6keV = film thickness) and the green band an interface state between film and 
substrate (see text). 
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Figure 9: Sample TFNH314 after annealing at different temperatures: 
coloured bands – as for Fig. 1. 
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The families of samples shown in Figures 8 and 9 are grown similarly with 

different concentrations of excess silicon. They consist of a near surface Si rich SiN 

film (SRSN) on a SiN substrate. 

Si rich SiN film (~220nm250nm): This layer has a small response to 

positrons in its “as grown” state, and the strength of the response is directly correlated 

to the concentration of excess silicon. The positron response changes with annealing 

temperature (as excess silicon agglomerates), increasing the S parameter for up to 

900ºC for high Si concentration and 700ºC for low concentration. At 1100ºC the layer 

seems to undergo a significant structural change, probably associated with the 

interface around the agglomerated Si nanoclusters. The nanocluster interfacerelated 

vacancies are believed to be annealed away. The time of annealing seems to have little 

effect, as evidenced by the data for the rapidthermallyannealed (RTA) sample at 

700ºC. 

SiNSi bulk interface state: This is a thin interface state (~5nm10nm) most 

probably with oxygen present. The positron response to the interface appears to 

diminish with annealing and becomes overshadowed by the increase of the S 

parameter in the first layer. When the S parameter for the SRSN layer falls at high 

annealing temperatures, remnants of the interface response can still be seen. 
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Figure 10: Sample TFNH307 at different annealing temperatures 

The family of samples represented in Figure 10 has a nitrogen rich layer at 

the surface. For the asgrown sample the layer S is low. When annealed at 700ºC, the 

samples’ layer S parameter increases, suggesting an agglomeration of silicon atoms 

even in a nitrogenrich environment. There is also the appearance of an interface state 

probably created by the movement of the Si atoms, revealing a coarser interface. 

At 1000ºC the decrease in the layer S parameter can be explained by the slight 

evaporation of nearsurface nitrogen (also seen as spots on the sample surface) and the 

interface state begins to go away. The 1100ºC annealed sample has more and bigger 

spots on the surface suggesting more severe nitrogen evaporation. Oxidization of the 

pores left behind by evaporated nitrogen is also considered since the surface S 

parameter drops. Nitrogen evaporation could also explain the appearance of 

photoluminescence after 1000ºC. 
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ICP CVDgrown samples
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Figure 11: Samples T016 and T018 after annealing at different temperatures in NH. 

Coloured bands – SiN and interface layers (see text). 

Si rich SiN layer: Here we can clearly see the direct effect of excess Si 

concentration on the S parameter as well as the effect of annealing. At higher 

concentrations there is more damage in the layer. For the as grown samples the 

damaged layer can be clearly seen via the increased S at 700ºC, as excess silicon 

agglomerates and more vacancies surround the nanoclusters. At 1100ºC the S 

parameter drops significantly, depending on the initial Si concentration. The response 

is similar to the one of TFNH3 samples. 

SiN – Si bulk interface layer: The layer is not obvious in the high 

concentration samples (due to the high S in the damaged layer) but it is there when the 

data are fitted. The positron response to the interface partially diminishes at 700ºC and 

almost completely disappears at 1100ºC. The growth technique (ICP CVD) does not 

seem to affect the structure of the samples in a way positrons can detect. 
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ICP CVD asgrown samples
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Figure 12: Asgrown samples TO16,18,26 & 31 (yellow, green, blue & white 

symbols). 

Si rich SiN film (~250nm300nm / 2 µm). Similarly to previous sample 

families the S parameter seems to be correlated to the concentration of excess silicon. 

The higher the Si concentration, the more vacancies hence, the S parameter is higher. 

The thicker film samples with unknown Si concentration reveal nothing significant, 

but it may be assumed that sample TO31 has a significantly lower excess Si 

concentration than TO26. 

The (5nm) SiN Si bulk interface state seems to be present in all samples even 

though it is not clearly seen in the thicker ones, mainly due to the very broad 

implantation profile of the positrons at those depths (leading to reduced sensitivity). 
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Si and Orich Tbdoped SiO2 samples 
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Figure 13: Samples Tb012 (SRSO) and Tb016 (ORSO) before and after 

annealing. 

Si/O rich SiO2 layer (~100nm): In the case of excess Si there is response 

of positrons to the damage around the excess Si. The S parameter decreases after 

annealing in forming gas (95% N25% H2), suggesting vacancy passivation by H, 

allowing a more SiO2like positron response. Orich layers only seem to have an 

effect on the diffusion of the positrons; the diffusion length increases after annealing 

the sample in forming gas. Vacancy passivation by H could again explain this. 

SixOy – interface state (5nm): there is not a very strong positron response 

from this layer, a narrow interface with an S parameter similar to Si and an effective 

diffusion length of almost 0 nm. 
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ECR PECVD samples
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Figure 14: Samples SRSN 4 and 5, asgrown. 

The fitted data for these two samples do not reveal anything significant other 

than verifying that the positron response to the film is again related to the excess Si 

concentration. The different growth technique does not appear to lead to any 

measurable differences to the structure of the sample. 

4.5.3. Sirich SiN layers: Conclusions 

In general, the number of defects seems to be correlated to the concentration 

of excess silicon. More silicon means more nanoclusters, therefore more open volume 

area around them. All samples see an increase in S parameter when annealed to up to 

~700ºC (900ºC for TFNH312), explained by the agglomeration of excess silicon into 

larger clusters creating more defects (damaged SiN has a higher S parameter). When 

annealed at 1100ºC there is an uncertainty as to the nature of the structural change, but 

the drop in S parameter would indicate a drop in the defect concentration  i.e., they 

are annealed away. Therefore the peak of PL seen at annealing at ~600ºC for high 

concentration and ~800ºC for low would not be linked to the number of defects as 

much as the size of the nanoclusters (smaller concentration would need a higher 

annealing temperature to reach the same size of nanoclusters). 
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In the nitrogen rich samples it is believed that Si atoms still agglomerate but at 

into smaller structures, having excess nitrogen effectively capping the size of the 

nanoclusters. Photoluminescence occurs at the same temperature at which nitrogen is 

thought to be evaporated, allowing Si atoms to move more freely creating larger 

nanoclusters. If nitrogen is indeed being removed, the open volume surfaces could be 

oxidised when the sample is brought into air, explaining the S parameter behaviour. 

A growth technique comparison shows no significant differences. All 

techniques have similar outcomes and the samples evolve in an analogous manner. 

The appearance of the interface can be explained by Landheer et al [30,31]. It 

is a thin damaged oxide layer that can be annealed away. Collaborators in McMaster 

University [27] believe that the formation of open volumes and their increase with 

annealing temperature is explained by hydrogen escaping the samples during 

annealing. This would also explain the decrease in photoluminescence they [27] have 

observed. It has also been suggested that ECR PECVD, ICP CVD and TFNH307 

samples behave differently as they are not silicon rich films and do not form open 

volumes in the same way since they have a more stoichiometric composition. 

4.6 VACANCY AND INTERSTITIAL SEPARATION IN SILICON ON 

INSULATOR (SOI) SAMPLES 

4.6.1 Introduction to Vacancy and Interstitial separation in SOI samples 

SOI samples were investigated in collaboration with the Department of 

Engineering Physics, McMaster University, Canada (Dr. A. P. Knights): Surrey Ion 

Beam Centre, University of Surrey, UK (Si implantation): and the School of Electrical 

and Electronic Engineering, The University of Manchester, UK (optical 

measurements). 

The samples were created using the Smartcut® [32] process, in which a twin 

oxidecovered Si layer is removed from the substrate, inverted and bonded to a clean 

Si surface. This creates a buried oxide layer. The samples were then implanted with 

high energy Si ions, damaging the first silicon layer and the oxide layer and then 

being buried into the bulk. This would create lattice vacancies in the top layer and 

interstitials in the bulk, unable to recombine do to the oxide layer between them. 

Annealing the samples at different temperatures would allow the vacancies to cluster, 
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forming larger multivacancies that would then be studied with positrons. The list of 

samples is given below: 

Annealing temperature 

SOI as_imp N/A 

SOI 300 300 0C 

SOI 400 400 0C 

SOI 500 500 0C 

SOI 600 600 0C 

SOI 700 700 0C 

Table 1: List of SOI samples 

4.6.2 Results for SOI samples


Results of the raw data and the VEPFIT fit is shown below (Figure 15)
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Figure 15: Sample SOI400 as measured and as fitted with VEPFIT 

The fitting process was repeated for the entire family of the SOI samples and 

fitted parameters S and the diffusion length L for each layer are shown below. 
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Layer 1 (140nm) Layer 2 (280nm) Layer 3 (783nm) Layer 4 (bulk) 

S L(nm) S L(nm) S L(nm) S L(nm) 

SOI as imp 0.520 17.9 0.448 3 0.528 72.5 0.506 280 

SOI 300 0.517 20.2 0.453 3 0.528 85.2 0.506 280 

SOI 400 0.516 19.1 0.457 3 0.528 84.5 0.506 280 

SOI 500 0.517 25.8 0.464 3 0.527 101 0.506 280 

SOI 600 0.516 32.7 0.482 3 0.526 112 0.506 280 

SOI 700 0.513 34.5 0.493 3 0.520 76.1 0.506 280 

Table 2: SOI samples as fitted by VEPFIT, highlighted numbers being the ones fitted. 

4.6.3 Discussion on SOI samples 

We can see a significant change of S occurring in Layer 3 after annealing 

above 600ºC, assuming that that is when divacancies start to move away. It is also 

interesting that this fitted family shows no saturation in Layer 1 (this can also be 

explained that VEPFIT prefers to fit L instead of S, decreasing the value of L where S 

could have been increased instead). The definite result from this is that with annealing 

S decreases and L increases with an inverse correlation. Good fits can occur over a 

range of values of the two variables, not allowing a very precise result. If the layers 

were thicker, making our measurements less susceptible to L changes, then S could 

have been more unambiguously determined. 

4.7. SUMMARY 

Although this chapter has covered a number of different types of samples, they 

all involved the study of the evolution and behaviour of vacancytype defects. It has 

been shown successfully that VEPAS excels in revealing information that can be 

empirically interpreted in order to study vacancies, pores and the lattice structure of 

materials. The technique can be applied to almost any semiconducting material that 

has been grown and treated in a number of different ways from any CVD technique to 

plasma treated samples. The results of many of the experiments described in this 

chapter have either been published (see Appendix) or are in the process of being 

prepared for publication. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

During the time spent on the research projects described in this report, a 

number of successful novel observations have been made. The most significant results 

have been: 

(a) the observation of a small but meaningful response of spinpolarised positrons 

to spinpolarised electrons in iron: 

(b) the monitoring of the evolution of silicon nanocrystals during the annealing of 

a siliconrich silica film, and the elucidation of the role played by the 

nanocrystal interface in energy transfer and light emission: 

(c) the observation of new phenomena in thin water ice films, particularly near

surface crystallisation at low temperatures and the evolution of pore structures. 

A number of other useful studies of vacancy defect evolution in a variety of thin films 

and ionimplanted samples have also been performed. 

Some of these results (e.g. (a) and (c)) have already been published and are listed in 

the Appendix following. Others (e.g. (b)) are being prepared for publication. This 

thesis shows the usefulness of positron beam techniques in a wide range of 

applications; they are versatile in that they can be adapted to fit specialised situations, 

e.g. by modifying the sample holder to illuminate samples, using a cold finger to grow 

ice samples in situ, or spinpolarising the beam for magnetic measurements. This also 

reflects the extent and type of work done during the research described in this thesis. 

It is hoped that the work reported on here will provide the basis for further 

related studies, promote associated experiments and inspire research linked to what 

has been described. 
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